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Jewish Studies To Be
Continued Next Year

The Dean
Edwin P. Nye, dean of the faculty, now says that the College's course in Judaism will
be offered next year. Last week, both Nye and President Lockwood were uncertain if the
course would be continued.

Faculty Group Considers
Two Withdrawal Cases

by Matthew
The cases of two seniors who were
required to withdraw from the College by
the Faculty last Tuesday remains unsettled
today.
The Faculty Conference, meeting
yesterday at the request of Dean J. Ronald
Spencer, secretary of the Academic Affairs
Committee, did not decide whether or not to
recommend that the Faculty reconsider its
decision in either case.
The Faculty Conference will meet again
tomorrow to try to reach a decision.
Spencer, who presented the case on behalf
of the students, said he was authorized by
Rex Neaverson, the Faculty Secretary, to
reveal that the Conference only discussed
the case of one of the two students during the
hour and fifteen minute meeting yesterday
afternoon.
According to Spencer, the "complexity"
'of this first ease prevented the Conference
from reaching any decision.
726 students signed a petition calling' on
the Faculty Conference to request reconsideration of the two cases by the faculty.
The petition was circulated following a
meeting Thursday night at which 250
students voted to collect the signatures and
passed a resolution asking the Faculty to
reconsider its decision.
Reacting to the Conference's failure to
reach a decision in either case, Spencer said
"I am pleased that the Faculty Conference
is giving it the benefit of careful and
sustained thought. I hope for a decision
Wednesday and I hope that the Conference
will recommend reconsideration,"
Jay Mandt, 72, a member of the academic
affairs committee, said, "The issue here is
fairly simple. Asa member of the Academic
Affairs Committee, I do not feel the cases
are complex."
Mandt continued, "The question is were
the students dealt with fairly by the faculty.
If they were not dealt with fairly, the faculty

Moloshok
should reverse itself. I hope the Conference
will reach the same decision."
"The Conference should focus on the cases
of the individual students and leave larger
issues raised by the case for later," he
concluded.
Margaret Meigs, '74, one of the organizers
of Thursday night's meeting said, "It's
incredible to me that the fates of these two
students should be left hanging in the
balance."
Spencer told the Thursday night meeting
that while the Faculty rarely rejects the
recommendations of the AAC on such
matters, this action was not "unprecedented" as had been noted on posters
announcing the meeting. Spencer said that a
similar action had taken place in 1969.
(Continued'on. P. 2)

Financial Woes Cited

Larsen
agreed to fund a Jewish Studies course at
the College, if over a period of four years the
College would pay an increasing share of the
course's cost. This year the College is
paying three-fourths of the $4,000 yearly cost
of the course.
Freelander said that Hillel was "committed to Jewish Studies," although "not
committed to Rabbi Kessler." He said that
no-one in the religion department could
teach Jewish Studies because "none are
qualified."

Facility Elects
New Delegate®
To Cbiwraffees
by Jeff Liebenson
Rex C. Neaverson, professor of government, was named secretary of the faculty in
elections last month. He succeeds H. McKimSteele, professor of history, who has held the
post for one year. Also elected were faculty
representatives to nine committees.
Steele, who had one year remaining in his
term as secretary, left the post in order to
devote more time to his job as director or the
Intercultural Studies Program. Neaverson .
held the position from 1969-1971.
The faculty secretary is responsible for
communications to:and from the faculty,
preparing the agenda and minutes of
meetings, and is a non-voting member of all
committees. Since the formation of the
Faculty Conference two years ago by a
proposal from Neaverson, the position has
included chairing the Conference.
Elected to the Academic Affairs Committee were William Bowie and George
Higgins. The committee is responsible for
the application of faculty rules on academic
standing. It deals with required withdrawal,
academic probation, readmission, and
cases of plagiarism and dishonesty
Students and memLers of the administration are also represented.
New members elected to the Faculty
Conference were Philip Bankwitz, Robert
Lindsay and Mario Poliferno.
The Academic Freedom Committee's new
members are Richard Lee and Andrew
Gold. The committee deals with cases of
alleged inequity, unfairness,, or maladministration.
(Continued oil P,. 2)
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Seminary Will Halt Graduate Program
The Student Association of Hartford
Seminary voted yesterday to observe a twoweek. moratorium on "normal academic
business," to protest a vote by the Board of
Trustees on January 29 to phase, out the
institution's graduate program.
The Trustees decided to create a program
at the Seminary stressing Islamic studies
and "continuing education" for ministers.

According to James Gettemy, president of
the Seminary, the graduate programs will
be replaced by a program for ordained
ministers. In addition, Gettemy said,
courses will be offered to help ministers
meet the demands of the modern ministry.
The students at the Seminary, in a
statement prepared last week (see page 2),
expressed indignation at the Trustees'
action, terming it "unethical" and
"smothering in infancy" The Seminary's
evolving academic programs.
The resolution calling for a moratorium
The TRIPOD is pleased to announce the
promotion of Susan Avery, '74, to the stated that time normally devoted to
position of assistant editor, working with academic work, would "be devoted, to efforts to bring about" repeal of the Trustees'
news,
\
decision, through workshops and discussion
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by Erik
The College will continue to offer two
courses in Judaism, according to Edwin P.
Nye, dean of the faculty. Both Nye and
President Lockwood were uncertain of the
sources for financial support of the courses.
Daniel H, Freelander, president of Hillel,
told the Tripod that Nye told Hillel that the
money for the courses would come from the
general College budget.
In a Tripod interview Saturday Nye said
that "unless any money is forthcoming
elsewhere, it would all come from the
general budget fund."
In an article in the Hartford Times Sunday
Nye is quoted as stating: "The real problem
is the problem of finance." The Times says
that according to Nye the money for the
courses will have to come from "somewhere
else." The Tripod was unable to contact Nye
to verify the Times' story.
Nye also told the Times that he "denied an
inference in the Tripod story in last
Tuesday's issue that he questioned the
ability" of Rabbi Stanley Kessler, instructor
of the courses, "to teach objectively. The
Tripod editor was out of line in inferring
this.. .obviously we are not displeased with
Rabbi Kessler."
According to Tripod editor H. Susannah
Heschel, "The Tripod did not infer that the
Dean questioned Kessler's teaching
abilities; we quoted him directly as stating
so." Heschel said that Nye told both her and
another reporter that he was "unsure" if
Kessler could teach Judaism from "a sufficiently academic point .of view."
Hescnel said, "Is Nye questioning the
integrity of our reporters? Even if the Dean
won't stand by his statements, the Tripod
will."
Lockwood told the Tripod Sunday that
funding for the course would probably not
come from the College operating budget. "I
don't really see how the money can come out
of the budget, with the existing fiscal
pressure," he said.
Lockwood said the College would take
money from the interest and principle of a
fund for Jewish Studies that now contains
$18,000. The fund was originally set up in
1968 to raise $100,000 to support a full-time
chair in Jewish studies.
Freelander said he hoped that the Hartford Jewish Federation would offer some
financial assistance to the Judaism course.
He said that similar programs exist at
Smith and Vassar colleges.
Both Nye and Freelander said they would
ultimately like to see,a full-time professor in
Jewish studies added to the religion
department.
In 1968 the Jewish Theological Seminary

by Sue Avery
groups.
Gettemy said the elimination of the
graduate program was largely, due to
financial difficulties. Unlike most
seminaries in New England, the Hartford
Seminary is not affiliated with a university
which could appropriate funds for its
maintenance, he said. Gettemy said that an
attempt to affiliate with the University of
Connecticut failed last year.
John Luoma, a student at the Seminary,
said he was dubious of Gettemy's claims
that the Seminary had overwhelming
financial problems. Luoma said the
Seminary has one of the largest endowments in the country. He added that two
universities are willing to become affiliated
with the Seminary.

Under the new program "field experience" within the community will be
stressed, Gettemy said. Only 13 out of 21
faculty members were invited to remain at
the Seminary, and of these, one is retiring
and one is resigning. This cutback in faculty
will lead to the total elimination of the
departments of Old Testament and Human

Nature and Religion.
Remaining faculty members were chosen
on the basis of seniority and involvement
with Islamics, one of the Seminary's noted
departments.
One faculty member at the Seminary, who
wished to remain anonymous, called the
remaining
program
"a
horrible
hodgepodge." "This is an indiscriminate
way of choosing a faculty, with no regards
for program or discipline."
According to W. A. Bijlefeld, academic
dean, the Seminary will accept no new
students for the M.A. or M. Div. degrees.
The PhD. program will be phased out by
1978. Students currently enrolled are
assured of the opportunity to acquire their
degree from the Seminary, Bijlefeld said.
Raleigh Bailey, a student at the Seminary,
said that present Ph.D. candidates might
lose their professors and advisors by next
' year.
According to Luomax, the Trustees
rejected a proposal submitted by students
and faculty calling for. an integrated
curriculum while dealing with the
Seminary's proposed financial guidelines.
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Basic Policy Statement •
(•Editor's note: the following la a
statement prepared by several students at
Hartford Seminary, In response to the action

Hot
Line
Three volunteers for HOMK (Help On Most Everything), the College's new drug hotline1, await calls (hiring the groups first week of operation.

HOME To Provide Advice
To Students Over Phone
Sinew Friday night, sludtfitts at the.
have been abte to find Help On Most
Every thing at HOME, a eHfiis-intervention
center to the basement ol Jackson Hall.
in the center established by the Drug
Advisory Council, 17 volunteers are ready to
take phone calls dealing with almost every
type of student problem.
Kenneth Martin '72, who works in the
center Sunday nights, explained that HOME
offers three services to callers. The center
offers a friendly voice to calm callers.
HOME also provides information about
what different drugs do to the human body
but does not advocate or discourage the use
of drugs, Martin .said.
HOMK will also offer concrete help to
callers, wiieh a.s sending ambulances for
someone who has taken an tivprdo.se, accordion to Martin,
Atvordini' l» .1 Kunald .S'tiencer, dean of
, tiie IJo.MK program is not an
to find nut who is using drugs. He

Ginsberg
Speaks
Thursday

said that, although
the group was
established by llu1 Drug Advisory Council, it
is not responsible, to the College.
Spjncw also said that the 1IOMK
volunteers would not ask for the mimes of
their cullers.
Pamphlets dealing with drug usage are
available in HOME'S office
Michael Scifcrt, one of the volunteers at
the center, said that the group needed more
volunteers to man tints phones,
Up until now, calls received at Mather
Hall relating to drug use were forwarded to
George Higgin.s and Randolph Ix'c, the
college counselours. People will now be told
to call or come down to the HOME office,
HOME'S volunteers underwent several
training sessions before the center opened
last Friday. Tin* ^roup learned about drug
usa^e and its effects and were trained in
interpersonal communication.
In addition, tin; group undertook some
simulated telephone sessions in order to lie
able to handle all .sorts of unexpected calls.
These telephone sessions will continue every
Tuesday night, according to Scifcrt, both to
keep the original volunteers alert and to aid
in training new volunteers,
HOME can lie called at 527-7H25 or H27H092. Tlu; center is o[K.'n Friday and
Saturday from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m. and on
Sunday from ft p.m. to 2 a.m.

by the Board of Trustees on January 29 f
severely curtail the programs and co rse 5
offerings at the Seminary.)
I.

On January 29, 1(J72, the Trustees of the Hartford Seminary Foundation smothered in
infancy the school's evolving program of modern theological study and training, This anproach, which combined professional and academic concerns into one, had attracted a <
distinguished faculty and an increasingly sophisticated student body. The Trustees' action
broke the tradition of HSF a« an academic and innovative force in theological education and
the religious world.
The Trustees voted to institute u program of continuing education for Christian clergy and
to continue the M A and Ph.D. degrees in Islamic Studies. Certainly an unlikely coupling
this combination fragments the pluralism of religions, ages, and concerns which has constituted the institution's unique attraction. Forced onto HSF is a harsh segregation of in.
terests, ages, and religious lieliefs, resulting in a program which no longer speaks to the
urgent religious needs of modern man.
It is an incongruous solution to what has been termed a "financial crisis." Its viability is
suspect. The new program prescribes no process of Implementation, no criteria for faculty
selection, no awarding of degrees, and is unsupported by previous practical testing, The
other proposals from the faculty and students were tested and found to be legitimate and
were clearly delineated in detail. The new program smacks of assumptions discarded
generations ago; namely, an isolated church and an isolated minister or missionary
unaffected by the educational and cultural revolutions surrounding him, These discarded
new awarenesses are neither luxuries nor extras as President Gettemy has termed them,
but essential elements of any theological and/or Christian education.
The action is also unethical in several respects. First of all, certain faculty were invited to
HSF with a clear understanding that they would have a secure position, Many of them have
now been asked to leave. According to the Trustees, the decisions on faculty positions were
to be based on program needs. In actuality, decisions were made on tenure and not on expertise. Second, students were brought to HSF to enter the M.A. program and promised they
could continue on through the Ph.D. The Ph.D. is now closed to them. Third, the President
and the Trustees said the process of decision would be democratic and that there would be
full communication at all crucial stages. This did not happen - and the breach can be proved,
Fourth, although the recommendation of the use of outside experts was taken seriously by
the Board, they were brought in very late in the process, and misused. Finally, the continuing education proposal was the last lo be presented publicly, and was not able to be
exposed to a.s rigorous a questioning and testing as were, the others. The questions and
criticisms Dial were raised were not answered. And the President championed the continuing education proposal, although he had repeatedly said that he would take no official
stand.
The process seems to be invalid to us in several ways. The objection to the other proposals
was their lack of feasibility. Yet, the faculty-student proposals that were presented to the
community met with all the previously established criteria set the drafters by the Trustees.
In contrast to the Board's demands placed on the faculty and students that they take
seriously financial responsibility, the Trustees never investigated the management that
gave the Seminary a one million dollar deficit over the last three years.
This same management had no contingency plans when the proposed merger with the
University of Connecticut fell through, and other possibilities were discarded in the process,
This same management was also responsible for a late and incomplete proposal on continuing education.
As students of the Hartford Seminary Foundation, we are appealing not simply for ourselves, but also for an institution that is in serious danger of forfeiting a vision and a purpose
that is important for the city of Hartford, as well as for the world of theological education, If
institutions such as HSF fail to lead in the crucial dialogue between the church and the
world, religion and culture, society as a whole will suffer - not youthful innocence. We dare
not permit the narrow vision of a few man, who apparently do not experience and canno
understand the growing tensions in America and urban society, to dictate a non-ecumenical
empty future for a once respected institution of learning and serving. Financial crisis is not
the. reality at HSF; rather, the death of an institution is foreboded by a crisis of spirit at the
highest levels of management.
We appeal for your public support and pressure in our efforts to reverse a disastrous
decision and to reinstate an integrative program and vision that speaks to the modern
church and the modern world.

Withdrawal
{from P. 1)

One student member of the AAC told the
THtP(U) that in the lOliii ease the Faculty
overturned the Committee's recomHuth Barter Ginsberg, professor of law at
mendation that a student be required to
Columbia University, will deliver the Mead
withdraw. The easy, according to the
Lecture in Political .Science on "Sex and
.student, concerned a student's failure to
Unequal Protection: Men and Women as
fulfill the College's former physical
Victims" Thursday night at ii-.m in Wean
education requirement.
Lounge.
Spencer said that he had advised the two
Ginsberg, who will speak as part of the
students to attend classes while the request
activities of Women's Week, is the first
.John Williams was elected to the Ap- for reconsideration was pending.
woman appointed to Columbia's Law School pointments and Promotions Committee.
The student petition, which was circulated
above the rank of lecturer.
This committee receives recommendations in Mather Hall and in some dormitories, was
According to ;» report in the New York from department chairmen concerning presented to Spencer before the meeting of
Times January 20 the paucity of female a p p o i n t m e n t s,
r e - a p p o i n t m e . n l s , the Faculty Conference to be part o. the
faculty members at law schools is due to a promotions, tenure, and terminations. Dean's presentation to the Conference on
lack of qualified graduates. Across the These requests are reviewed by the com- behalf of the students.
country, the Tim its reports, there is a major mittee and recommendations arc made lo
Several students at the meeting raised
effort to hire women as professor of law.
the Board of Trustees.
general questions about the required withGinsberg graduated first in her class from
The Curriculum Committee, which drawal of the two students.
Columbia Law School in 1959, and taught at evaluates changes in the curriculum and is
One student said the central question
Rutgers University from 1963 until this year. responsible for approving new courses, had which the group should discuss was whether
She has published works on Swedish, as well three members elected for three-year grades really determine the academic
&$ American, law,
terms: Henry DePhillips. John Gettier. and qualifications of a student.
Frank Kirkpatrick, Elected to one-year
Most of the students at Thursday's
terms were Karl Haberlandt and James meeting appeared anxious not to offend any
Wheatley.
members of the faculty in suggesting
Ward Ourran was elected to the Financial reconsideration.
Affairs Committee which reviews
Steven Gyllenhaal '72 said as far as he was
budgetary matters, and advises the library, concerned, most faculty members knew
Four students were elected to fill empty athletic department, and the financial aid how they were going to vote or at least how
sidts on three committees by the Student office. It also deals with faculty satariesand they were leaning, and tbat any action
Executive Committee -.tSECl Wednesday fringe benefits.
which the students undertook should foe
night,
Robert Battis and Drew Hyland were directed towards giving "just a little push"
Maurice Landry, '75, was elected to the elected to the Educational Policy Com- lo those who were undecided.
Budget < 'omrmttee. Mark Feathers, '7J, and mittee.. The committee reviews questions
Gyllenhalt stated "We must keep the
Peter Ba.wh. '74. were elected to the TCC relating to changes in the educational interests of the two students in mind. We
and Mark Wolff, '73. was fleeted to the program of the College.
should not force broader issues."
Curriculum t'ommiltev
Klecled to the Trinity College Council
Spencer urged students to adopt "a low
The SKr vuted :i few weeks ago to select were Miehele Tourney. John Hando, profile" and lo act within "normal chanrepresentatives in committees from Kicliard Venn, and .famt-.i' Bradley The T n ' nel-,." He told {hose pre.seut that, if they
volunteers if fewer than six vacancies MH'ves as advt^T 1o (he President
h
it> lobby vwth Faculty members Shey
occur on ilid committees during tfm year. In
Randolph l.ee and Alan Tull were fh^tecl
f
proceed
"tactfully
and
April, the SV.C will conduct student wide to the '-'cji!f?Ke Affairs Cimunitm*. Tiny
1
election* lo select «
•.turienls to fill
itUt deal*
with problems r e l a t e U>
Suenevr refused tm >tvt*rai ofcasions to
Jit1

Faculty • . •

(from R

SEC Holds
Elections

ivisKn* irtfarniaimrt io ihtw<» at the meeting.

citing the Faculty's requirement for confidentiality on the exact nature of the cases
and on what the vote was.
Oyllenhall stated at one point that he had
heard that a great many faculty members
were absent from last Tuesday's meeting.
Spencer would say only that a quorum was
present.
In response to a question from the floor,
Spencer explained the difference between
required withdrawal and expulsion. He saw
that required withdrawal was a suspension,
usually for a year, due to some academic
difficulties. Expulsion, he noted, was-a
dishonorable discharge, for non-academic
reasons.

Chaplin
{{mm P. 6)
worked most deeply and most shrewdly
within a realization of what a human being
is and is up against. The tramp is as centrally representative as humanity, as manjsided and as mysterious as Hamlet, ana »
seems unlikely that any dancer or actor can
ever have excelled him in eloquence,
variety, or poignancy of motion."
.
In watching a Chaplin film, be it dateo
1916 or 1957, one is not taking a sentimental
jog through royal corn. AH of his films involve a beautiful girl, and human survival
Yet they avoid the aging of inferior movies
with similar subjects because they articulate struggles with such intensity,
precision and humor, that they generalize
feelings and experience which are corntnoi
to men of all firm's of class society.
M this ver> hour there is a Chaplin
Festival being featured at the U
Theatre in Hartford. The Webster is
walking dktaneo of Tnnilv and just a
avtav from Bess Kaien Donuts.
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Travelogue:

Trekking in Nepal - I
by Theodore Locktvood
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("Editor's note: This article is the first of a series by President Locfewood, describing his and
Mrs. Lockwood's December trip to Nepal. The President and his wife spent three weeks
climbing the Himalayas.)

**
Nepaland her mountains have long intrigued the world. The snow-capped Himalayas, the
highest in the world, stretch for 500 miles beyond the northern border of India. They
represent the final challenge to the climber; and, serene and unapproachable, they evoke a
kind of religious awe. James Hilton has lent them mystery;expeditions have given them
prominence -- and tragedy. But you don't have to be an expert climber or a mystic to experience their undeniable beauty. That is why my wife and I joined a trek organized by
Mountain Travel in California: we just wanted to see the "roof of the world" and wander
through the countryside.
Until 1950 Nepal was closed to foreigners, and even today trekkers must receive special
permission from the Royal Government. A narrow rectangle not more than 100 miles wide,
the country lies at a latitude similar to Cairo and Florida. We know little of her 'early
history. Consolidation came in the eighteenth century; British conquest was more or less
complete by 1816. A local, titular monarchy maintained order and slowly gained control. No
u

&&%&%

It was always tantalizing to wash
in the cold, clear water and yet
not be able to drink it because •
of its likely contamination."

sooner had independence become real than her northern neighbor, Tibet, whose trade with
India had provided so much sustenance to the Nepalese, fell under Chinese dominance.
Perforce Nepal now depends heavily upon India for her territorial integrity.
Geologically the Himalayas are young and still growing, A tectonic thrust of the Indian
subcontinent, .emanating per.ha.ps.frp^nmoyementsasfaf away asAntartica,-is still pushing
fUiese mountains. Hpwar.ds!,,a ,m0stvdiseoncer.tingfa.ct:foialtim.e.ters,.and geographers,, Apd
nowhere, else in the world are:there'such deep gorges. For example, the,Marsyandi River
which we crossed runs southwards between Manaslu (26,780') and Annapurna (26, 504') at a
level of only 4200 feet; yet, the two peaks are only 21 miles apart. No wonder some have
called Nepal the "Third Pole."
We flew into Kathmandu in the early morning on a twin-engined Royal Nepal Airliner. If
you have read any mountain books on the Himalayas, you will recall that every writer
becomes rhapsodic at this first, pre-frostbite moment. The Himalayas are "gleaming silver
fortresses," "mist-shrouded buttresses," or "breathtaking geological shrines." Sneaking
by the terraced peaks to the south of the city removes some of that enthusiasm.
Kathmandu suffers from a surfeit of publicity today. Its accessibility from New Delhi has
brought thousands of tourists, and the ease with which you can purchase marijuana-has
attracted other visitors. For me the most reprehensible thing has been the exaggerated
prose of the typical travel agent. The setting is magnificent, and the city has retained a
touch of antiquity. But it is not a Shangri-La, if only because in a moment of enthusiasm
over the visit of Queen Elizabeth in 1961 the government converted much of the old city to
concrete structures not nearly as architecturally attractive as the ancient pagodas. Fortunately this is not true of the outlying towns, and except for'overhead wires in a few places
the countryside remains what it has always been, a vigorously cultivated landscape of incredible variations inhabited by a truly friendly and gentle people.

*
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Setting Up Camp
Sherpas setting up camp at Khudi, at an elevation of 2200 feet. This site is along the
Marsyandi River. The Lockwoods stopped here on their way down the mountains, about
a week before the end of the trek.

High Peaks
President Lockwood stands at an elevation of 11,500 feet. In the background are Peak
29, left, and Himal Chuli, right, with an elevation of 25,801 feet. In the middle of the
photograph are clouds, at an elevation of 9500 feet.
Our trek began on November 29th. There were fourteen of us plus an experienced
American leader. We drove out of Kathmandu in jeeps as far as Tirsuli, site of a
hydroelectric plant. (Water power is probably the only hidden "gold" in Nepal.) At that
point we had an early lunch in a river valley at 1760 feet -- joined by fifteen professional
Sherpa guides and 41 porters. We were a small army when we stretched out single-file to
head for the hills to the West. Each of the members carried a small pack of fifteen pounds
with personal items and cameras. The porters loaded up with tents, sleeping bags, food, our
extra clothing, and their own supplies. As we ate our way through the supplies,, porters
would peel off and return to Kathmandu or their home Sherpa village of Khumjuhi£ near
Everest. For we had almost all Sherpas (including porters), members of the small tribe
distinguished for their experience in working with climl Ing groups.
,
The first day was a "break-in." After a comfortable hike along a riverbed we started
uphill for 2500 feet of vertical ascent. Supposedly we had trained for the trip, but we were
soon strewn along the narrow, uncompromising path in a manner that made us wonder if we
would ever reassemble. We did - at the first of many campsites chosen to provide
magnificent views of the distant peaks and the intervening hills, all of which rose to heights
greater than any we know in the Eastern United States. We also became acquainted with the
daily routine.
The day began with a shrill basketball official's whistle at 6:15, followed by a softer announcement that wash"water was in a small basin outside the tent. We rose, packed our
duffel bags and our own rucksacks, stared at the water, and went to the tea kettle. Breakfast
at 6:30 consisted of tea, crackers, and porridge. While we were eating, without benefit of the
chairs and tables shown in the TV film on the Japanese Everest expedition last year, the
Sherpas folded the tents and began packing. By 7:00 we were on the trail, usually upwards.
After three hours of hiking, we stopped for an early lunch of eggs, water buffalo bacon or
sausage, baked beans, and some form of bread with jam. After this leisurely interlude, we
climbed up or down until mid-afternoon. Once at the campsite, we had tea and crackers with
sardines, yak cheese or peanut butter. Our liking for peanut butter soon exhausted the
supply. During the remaining daylight hours we either read or played cards. Dinner was
served at 5:30 p.m. sharp. Soup, chicken, rice, and whatever vegetable the Sherpas had
procured en route comprised the meal, followed by more tea. We all ate heartily and still
lost twenty pounds. As we had only candles for light, we usually retired about eight in the
evening-after a game of Ghost or Robespierre.
In all we spent twenty-five days on the trek and covered about 225 miles. It is impossible,
even if it were desirable, to recount these days. Many were spent working our way along
river beds: crossing and recrossing boulders worn smooth by the high waters of the monsoon season which comes in June and lasts intermittently until October on the south-facing
slopes. It was always tantalizing to wash in the cold, clear water and yet not be able to drink
it because of its likely contamination. We used only boiled water, a "taboo" which amused
the Nepalese. Socks rinsed at noon often took two days to dry dangling from the back of a
pack. Occasionally we found bridges across the deeper rivers, many of which were
suspension spans erected from foreign aid and a few of which were merely bamboo logs
challenging the trekker by their insubstantiality. Occasionally we would see monkeys on Use
opposite bank.
---^
'
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Franchetti: Musical Humanism
by Ira Mouit/ and .lillSilvcrnian
/

ZCritkism

(Editor's note: Duo to the Sunday night
deadline, a more detailed description of the,
six pieces in the program could not bo
printed in this review.)
Arnold Franclietti is a composer. A
composer is init .simply n sensitive individual wh() expresses himself through
music. Such individuals are all too plentiful
on the contemporary music scene. What is
almost, always laclciti}.' is liie foundation for
expression, craftsmanship, It is only with
knowledge of the craft, the means and
modes of expression that one can host
produce a work of art that truly communicates. Whatever else one may say
ahoul Arnold Franehelli, there is no denying

Eating Out

Service With a Smile
by Rick Palamar
I>KI\\SW.\l,K'SiU:STACUANT
:ii:m Berlin Turnpike
Ne« iitgdm, ( onu.
This famous family operated restaurant.
joiiMtleil in IHiiii by Ihe Uel'a.sqiiales, is
Joealfil mi the led hand side (if the f'.erlin
turnpike, about i.'« nuiiuie:; drive frum
Trinity lJel'as<|ua)e's '•> lammis for its
banquet facilities, and prospective Hienls

should not he scared away by a full parking
l«t, Because of the nighily entertainmcii!
and flawing in tlm very attractive cocktail
loungo, i'TueiKluys thru .Saturdays*, the
restaurant in oriented inwards a late dinner
clientele; especially <m a weekend, I would
recommend a reservation. The dining room
is attractive, with a high ceiling,' optm
Sighting ami white linen tablecloths on the.
well spaced tables. The menu offers a very
full selection of seafood, beef, and Italian
entrees, as well as a fine selection of tantalizing appetizers and desserts. All entrees
arc offered a la carte i potato, vegetable,
and salad are included in the a la carte,
price i or as a complete dinner, for an additional dollar. Certain appetizers such as
marinated herring and chopped chicken
livejs are* available will) the flintier while
•.pi'i ia! appetizers such as f.M'arj.;<>ts. baked
Multrii cl.iius. and artichoke hearts, are
extra, (51 '•'.'»' The same i:-. true i>! the
d o s e i is. depending on Ihe selection. .Some

entrees a la carte price" include; broiled
iivu Maine lobster <$.Mu>. shrimps u la

Deaf to Perform
In Pilot Project
The. National Theatre of the. Deaf will
make its second visit to Ihe? Trinity campus
on Monday. February 14. This visit is part of
a pilot program for Hartford m which ihe
company will be spending a full week giving
workshops and performance.,') at many
schools throughout Use greater Hartford
area.
The company is now in its fourth year and
has to its credit eight national tours, two
Broadway runs, four tours of Kunipe and
Asia, three films and numerous national and
internalional television appearances.
The; National Theatre of the Deaf is
designed for liearinj.; as well as deaf
audiences. Its specific purpose, is to create a
new and vibrant theatre form, one that
would be a source of pride to the gifted deaf
actors who participate and a source of
exuberant pleasure for all who see them.
The combination of sign language, mime,
and music with simultaneous narration
opens new horizons of meaning to the public,
Audiences who have seen the troupe quickly
realize thai the exceptionally handsome
company is concerned only with their
unique skills. This is not "social work," but
theatre.
From 2:00 to .4:00 on Monday afternoon.
February 14, the company will offer a
workshop in Ihe Washington Room of
Mather Center. In the workshop they will
demonstrate some of the unusual techniques
and exercises they employ m the development of their programs. Interested students
are welcome to attend the workshop without
charge.
At k: 15 Monday evening the compiftiy will
present: its most recent work, "My Third1
Eye," an. expedition into the'relationships
•between these deaf artists antf the world of
, those :who hear. The performance WH*: l^fe*
;place ip.|he Ckwiwin Theatfe ' ... v
..-,..•>M:l!n'i.sswm'i«..T™i!!.y.:'StadentS'':is. $1,50:
'•; • O*'«fv^! nuitnissioiif is S3.TO. 'Tickets a r t now

marinara (84.501, fried ipswich clams
i$H."»*."ii, sirloin steak ($(>.!><)>, lamb chops
<Sl,7;>>, spaghetti with meat balls ($2,251,
and baked lasa^na tS;i.?5i. There are also
two special dinners offered every nielli,
winch are probably Ihe best food values on
Ihe menu.
The first special dinner offers a relish
liay, fruit cup, salad, maeraroni, potato,
vegetable, dessert, coffee, and a choice of
• Hie of the following entrees: sirloin steak,
idet million, roast beef, broiled lobster or
lobster tails, baked stuffed jumbo shrimp or
veal cutlet pannn^intio for $j.7f». The second
spwial offers the .same complete dinner as
the first with the choice of one of the
following tuUratsv: broiled chopped sirloin
steak, baked ham, breast of capon, roast
turkey, half broiled spring chicken, or baked
filet of sole for $4.25, We both chose the first
special dinner with the filet mignon and
broiled lobster entrees. The filet mignon
was very tender and enjoyable while the
broiled lobster was fresh, juicy and very
tasty. To heighten the fine quality of the
dinner, our waiter provided us with excellent, friendly and very professional
service. The other patrons of the dining
room also seemed to be enjoying excellent
service.
I )el'a,s(|iiale'!i Restaurant is definitely one
of the finest restaurants 1 have dined at in
tin? Hartford area. A very attractive at
mttsphere, fine food, and excellent service
make for a most enjoyable meal. The
special dinners offer perhaps the best food
values while (he spaghetti and macaroni
entrees offer a chance lo dine at this line
restaurant lor a modest price. DePasqnale's
is open Tuesdays thru Saturdays U A.M. to 1
A.M.. Sundays 12 Noon lo ii'l'.M., closed
.Monday;,

that he is a composer, among the finest
living today.
The six pieces on Ihe program have all
been written in the last three years, and
have a strong bond of lyricism, .sensuality
and a rhythmic human pathos in them.
Franchetti's musical language i.s, broadly
speaking, twelve lone lonalisni, Simply
stated I his is Ihe extension of Ihe seven note
scale and Ihe corresponding slnicturc of
tonality, i.e., Keys, key .signatures, minor,
major and major minor, In all twelve tones.
This means (he tonality of (' major rendered
twelvetonally would encompass all Hit;
white and black notes on a piano within an
ociave, and of course could no longer be
called (' major. The logical extension of the
use of all twelve tones as a "scale" would
mean the creation of only one "key" a.s
there would ho no other tones left lo ti.so.
Tonal Iwelve-tonalism creates the
possibility of different "keys" within this
system by choosing one of the twelve tones
as "predominant", making it a .sort of
twclvetone tonal center. Those unfamiliar
with this musical language complain of its
"dissonance", This can perhaps be explained structurally. In twelve tone
totiulism a "tonal cenler" consists of two
tones an equal distance apart, This intop'al i.s (ho tri-tone, six half-steps apart,
e.g. (.' and F«, To unfamiliar ears this in
itself is probably the most "dissonant"
inlerval II i.s nol, however, an obscure,

erudite language. It is the same language nf''
Stravinsky, Barlok, and of many con*1
temporary composers. In addition the
piocos had many simple folk tunes running'"
through them, easily discernable by anv
ear.
' ,
The most important concept to grasp is ;•
that Franchetti writes in function of
humanism. He is in many senses a
romantic; his reality is what he feels. The
language he uses gives him the tools to
communicate in four dimensions rather
than three.
Franchetti, the man, lives in each of his
pieces. Mo seems to have found in the
saxaphone a reflection of his own conflicting
polarities; a sweetness, hauntingness, and
yet an earlhincss at a gut level. The effect
created is one of an infinite space filled with
all the sadness, happiness, love and despair
of a single man, pervaded by a burning and
pressing human compassion and sexual
warmth.
Franchetti has undeniably communicated
something, at all levels of musical understanding. Perhaps no greater compliment can be paid a man than to say he has
enriched another by giving of himself, For
the sensitive, art is the highest mode of this
interaction. The noblest laurels go to-men
who care and feel enough to endeavour to
communicate, and of those the few with the
mastery to do it. This i.s Arnold Franchetti,

Chaplin Festival Features
Precision, Intensity, Humor
by but (ireetijield
After many years of deprivation we are to organize from General Motors and Ford
finally privileged to see the art of Charles and U.S.Steel. The deteriorating inChaplin, one of the greatest masters of ternational situation was symptomized by
cinema and comedy. Chaplin was thrown the first stages of the growing CiviJ Warm
out of the United .States in 1952 because of Spain. Thus an international crisis involving
the progressive political and .social beliefs opposing class forces constituted the temper
illustrated during bis film career which of Chaplin's Modern Times.
included the films featured in this current
City Lights (1931 >, the second of the series
retrospective of his major works-Modern is also a response to social and political
Times, City tights. The (Ircut Dictator, unrest. The opening scene of City Lights
Monsieur Vrrdotix, the Chaplin Review, records the unveiling ceremony of a huge
Limelight, and the King in New York (the statue. Although film sound had already,
last made after his expulsion>.
been developed, Chaplin chose to ac.Modern Times ii'.t:{ii>, the first of the company the pompous speakers with not
series ' which can still be seen at the Lincoln words but crass honking of a saxophone with
Art Theatre in New Yurk< wan in Chaplin's the intonation of the orators voice, lfte
forward to the film, "the story of industry, inanity is mockingly climaxed when tne
of
individual
enterprise-humanity statue"dedicated to "Peace and Prosperity
crusading in the pursuit of happiness." The is de shrouded lo reveal a bedraggled tramp
film relates the saga of a worker fighting asleep in the lap of a female figure.
against his dehumani/.alion by the ruling
James Agee, the author and critic, once
order of society. The film appeared at the wrote that "of.all comedians he (Chaplin)
time when workers were winning the right
i Co tinned on I'. -'
*

It's no secret

Recorders

xpected to rise 20% In price within the next 30 days.
This Sony has two ears
Buy Now & Save.
ft a <• i"- ' t

AC/DC Cassette-Corder
AM/FM Radio Combination

Here's a truly versatile performer
Sony's n«w Model TC-90 offers
.-•*_ two microphones: a buiil-tn
• -2.*Ii_: professional condenser
'^ful
microphone for perfect
1
•:• ' ••hands-oil" recording, plus! a
Remote Stop/Start Microphone
for dictation. It's the best under
$100.00- cassette recorder you
can buy!
N 0 W : TC-90

EATUAES-

AO/OC Clr-t'tl or
Push-EoSOr-, Or.ttal'tn
Uorkirj F«it-Fo'*«'i ami
SanyffHtiic Reeo'd-rs Con
Mtc!0#**$fl«! and AuxsSiatj'
Ton* and Volume Coni'o!

a . j FM ft,,- l i
v ,;j •- FM, A '
' . . - Fi»" '» H i '

EXCLUSIVE AT STEREO SHOP
1 YEAR GUARANTEE ON PARTS AND LABOR
ON ALL SONY TAPE RECORDERS

J&FEREOSH0E.
DOWMT0WN-.

JTHMHS./;
:9;30:to»:08
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Changez Sultan: Poetry Is a Craft

WRTC

by Carlos Martinez

Flower
Frail Fingers Tremble
As I hold you fondling
Your wet petals like
A new lover
Ecstasy is a /lower
And love comes
From no other body.
Changez

Women's
Week
THEATRE
The Caravan Theatre, a closely knit group
of activist actors held together by Directors,
Bobbi Ausubel and Stan Edelson, opened
How To Make A Woman, in 1967 at the old
Passim Coffeehouse in Harvard Square. The
play, which is a strange marriage of
vaudeville review and danced poem, was
conceived by Edelson and Ausubel but grew
out of improvisation and experimentation
by the company.
How To Make a Woman espouses female
liberation, and is so alive with charm and
humor that I once more feel that that
hackneyed, overworked tag-female
liberation-signifies, after all, changes that
are vital and imperative. And how exciting
to be able to laugh, to feel it in the gut,
without having it shouted at me that if I fix
my lover's dinner I'm cementing my chains.
FILMS
A woman rejects the traditional role of
wife and mother. Poor, barely literate,
unsophisticated, Appalachain hillbilly that
Wanda may be, she is smart enough to
recognize a rotten deal. Her release means
taking a step that in real life normally is
reserved for men: walking out on a
marriage. Directed by, written by, and stars
Barbara Loden.
SISTERS
Like a myth,,Sisters unfolds.a,story of two
sisters who embark on-a, journey which
changes both of their lives. The theme of
older and younger sisters reappears: in this
case, the older sister steals the child away
from the protection of her mother and leads
her through a series of incidents which show
women in a variety of roles-as if to lay out
the options available to the child.
The options are not pretty. Each incident
exposes the emptiness of a particular roledaughter, wife, mother, old, woman,
glamour girl. Near the end of the film, the
older sister, who in many ways has assumed
the same dominance of the child that the
mother once had, is confronted by her own
image-and for the first time seems to
realize that she is personally involved in the
same neurotic patterns she has been trying.
to warn the child against. By the last scene,
the title Sisters seems to refer to not only the
blood sisters, but to all the women of the
film.
.
~THE WOMAN'S FILM
The Woman's Film gives real insight into
the guts of the women's movement as we see
women of different races,, different
background, different jobs talk about their
lives. The women are real-they are not
idealogues," they do not rely on rhetoric
rather than experience, they speak from
their hearts. While each woman's
awakening to her own past, present, and
future, is distinct, the film gives a. sense of
how their history and ours is linked. It is
brilliantly and beautifully made.
William Weaver, distinguished music
critic, opera commentator and panelist
on Saturday afternoon Metropolitan
Opera broadcasts will speak at Trinity
College on Wednesday, February 9, at
4:00 p.m. His talk will take place in the
McCook Auditorium. He will talk on
amusing experiences with Italian writers
whom he has translated: Pavese, Gadda,
Calyino, etc.
Mr. Weaver, who also teaches in the
Fall Program of the Trinity
College/Rome Campus, is known as an
expert translator, having translated over
twenty Italian novelists and the libretti of
operas by Verdi and Puccini. He won the
National Book Award prize for the best
translation in 1969 for his translation of
Calvino's Cosmocomics and the John
Florio Prize in 1971 for the best translation in England from the Italian into
English. The public is invited free of
charge.

Cooper's Show
Harry Reasoner of ABC News will be
When I first met Changez Sultan our
With this in mind, he attempts to achieve a
freshman year, we immediately felt an- balance in his work. He doesn't want to feel Doug Cooper's guest on Thursday evening at
tipathy towards each other. When I that "the art overpowers me, or that I 7 p.m. over WRTC FM (89.3). Reasoner will
discovered that he had successfully com- overpower the art." He doesn't want to discuss broadcast journalism and talk about
peted in the Wesleyan Poetry Circuit write something so intensely personal that the effect of news coverage on developing
Competition for student poets, I felt he has created a private symbology. But he stories. Reasoner comments on the relative
curiosity and growing respect.
doesn't want something so aloof from roles of television, radio, and newspapers in
informing the public and talks about his role
Every year the Wesleyan-Connecticut himself that he becomes only the vehicle for in
coverage. The Reasoner interview
Poetry Circuit invites schools within the its expression. His desire is to construct a willnews
be followed by a repeat broadcast of an
state to submit the work of a student poet. technically perfect piece of' work within earlier
interview with Walter Cronkite.
Four are chosen and are accorded the honor which he can fit his perceptions and experiences.
of reading at participant colleges. This year,
FEEDBACK-FEBRUARY 9
Changez was one along with students from
Changez praised highly Hugh Ogden for
This Wednesday at 8:00 P.M., FEEDYale and Central Connecticut. They will be the interest Dr. Ogden has taken in him. He BACK will host members of two "McGovern
reading at the College February 14th.
said that this intense interest has helped him for President" groups.
In discussing his writing, Changez em- immensely in writing successful poetry. He
"Trinity Students for McGovern" and
phasizes that he thinks of poetry as a craft. thanked Steve Minot for the cogent "Connecticut Students for McGovern" will
He sees it as something that he creates and -criticisms that Mr. Minot has made of his each have a representative on the program,
that then becomes an independent entity. poetry. He feels that without the com- which is a weekly public affairs presenOnce a poem has been created and finished, plementary and supplementary interests tation of WRTC-FM.
it is no longer his. It becomes something that these men have taken in him, both as
Listeners may call in and participate by
objective, subject to criticism and person and as poet, he could not have dialing either 522-9229, or 527-0447.
evaluation.
developed to the degree he has.
Senator McGovern's supporters will
Although in many respects, the poem is
In closing, Changez said that he was very discuss their recent campaigning in New
highly personal, it is up to the reader to sorry that the College was not conducive to Hampshire as well as the issues and Mr.
accept it or reject it as a poem qua poem. creativity in any form.
McGovern's responses in this election year.
The experience behind it, or other circumstances not expressed on paper, are
inconsequential.
He said, "He who wants to communicate
with a poem of mine can communicate with
it, but I am not looking for either direct or
indirect communication." Changez is inTHE AUSTIN ARTS CENTER
terested in the creation of a piece of art that
presents
can stand independently of its creator. The
audience communicates with the piece of
THE NATIONAL THEATRE OF THE DEAF
art and not with the artist necessarily.
:
^ '
• '.'..
i n
In writing poetry, Changez enjoys "the act
MY THIRD EYE
of creating, of making certain patterns on
paper where they never existed before.
original pieces formed from the lives of the
What comes to mind, I put onto paper as a
most unusual acting company in the world
certain pattern of words."
Jame Lippincott Goodwin Theatre
He disagrees with poets whose works are
intensely personal. Changez thinks that
February
14
Curtain 8:15 P.M.
poems of this nature are not sufficiently
Trinity Students $1.50
General Admission $3.00
detached from their authors and cannot be
evaluated as pieces of art. In relation to this,
Reservations — 527-8062
he says of Sylvia Plath, "I either want to see
and know the whole person (in the poem), or
nothing. I don't get enough from one poem,
which is frustrating."

IJiifamiliar Pieces Mark Organ Concert
by David Seltzer
Last Friday evening, Mr. Robert
Gronquist, Director of Choral Music and
College Organist, performed a concert of
Baroque Organ Works before a large
audience in the Trinity Chapel. The pieces,
all 17th and 18th century works, complemented the English Gothic decor of the
Chapel, and architecture and music were
tastefully combined. Among the selections
played were works by Buxtehude,
Frescobaldi, Sweelinck, Pachelbel, and
Bach.
Mr. Gronquist's performance was skillful
yet reserved in interpretation, and while few
liberties were taken with the written score,
the organist demonstrated his facile,
keyboard ability.
The first and last selections were the most
interesting. The program opened with a
Prelude and Fugue by Dietriek Buxtehude,
a Danish organist whose style "greatly in^
fluenced Bach. One could discern in
Bustehude's fugue the artistry that would
later be expanded and consummated , by
Bach.
Buxtehude's Ciacona in E minor was a
delicate, contemplative work as beautiful as
anything Bach ever wrote, and it is only the

former's proximity to the overshadowing
greatness of Bach that accounts for Buxtehude's relative obscurity. •
Two rather undistinguished toccatas by
the Italian Frescobaldi from II Secondo
Libro followed the Buxtehude works. Both
pieces were melodic, yet harmless, and
their loosely structured style contrasted
sharply to the Ciacona. Jan Pieter
Sweelinck, a 17th century Dutch composer,
was represented on the program by his
Fantasia Chromatica, a rich and sonorous
work.
Mr. Gronquist next chose three different
Choral Preludes, all based on the hymn, "O
Mensch, Bewein Dein Sunde Gross," that
progressed from the simple to the sublime.
The first Choral Prelude by Sweelinck was
sparse, yet powerful, not unlike a funeral
dirge. A hundred years later, Johan
Pachelbel took the same theme and
developed it to a higher degree. Bach's
version of the work was the most intricate of
all, and this development of complexity
epitomized a century and a half of Baroque
organ progress.
The program concluded with Bach's
Prelude and Fugue in E minor ("Wedge,")
a work that demonstrated > both the com-

poser's mastery of contrapuntal composition and the performers' ability in
playing this difficult work.
The program concluded with Bach's
Prelude and Fugue in E minor ("Wedge"),
a work that demonstrated both the composer's mastery of contrapuntal composition and the performer's ability in
playing this difficult work. Thankfully, Mr.
Gronquist avoided selecting the old
warhorse of organ repertory, Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D minor, In fact, all the
pieces performed were relatively unfamiliar, and therein lay the program's
appeal. Too often we think only of Bach
when discussing Baroque organ works, yet
Mr. Gronquist's performance of w,orks by
other 18th century composers showed that
Bach's skill in composition was shared,
although not matched, by others.
One was a bit disappointed that Mr.
Gronquist did not "open it all up" (rarely
playing above fortissimo), for much of the
beauty of Baroque music lies in its awesome
power. And although the concert may have
suffered some from the uniformity of the
music, it was nonetheless thoroughly enjoyable.

Women's Week Calendar
Tuesday, February 8
4 P.M. — FILM: "Child Care:
People's Liberation"
McCook
** *
p.M. _
LECTURE:
7
"Abortion — A Contemporary Dilemma" Dr.
M. Lepow, Ms. J. Thornton
Wean
Wednesday, February 9
p M,
_
PANEL:
4
"Coeducation"
Wean
** *
8:15 P.M. - / L E C T U R E :
"Women's History: Links
Between the Old and. the
New Feminism"
Wean

Thursday, February 10
4 P.M. —. LECTURE AND
SLIDES" "Women in the
Economy" F. Weisskoff
Wean
** *
8:15 P.M. — LECTURE: "Sex
and' Unequal Protection:
" Men and Women as Victims" Ruth B. Ginsberg
Wean
Friday, February 11
4 P.M. —FILM AND DANCE:
"Art Is" Judy Schor
Seabury 49
•

*

*

*

'

7:30 P.M. — FILM: "The
Women's Film"
McCook

8:30 P.M. — DANCE: The
Women's Liberation Band
Washington Room
Saturday, February 12
2 P.M. — FILM: "Sisters"
* * * ;•
II P.M. — LECTURE:
"Alternatives to the
Nuclear Family" Joan
Chipman
Austin Arts Center
Sunday, February IS
P.M. —'PANEL: "Double
Jeopardy: To be Gay and a
Woman in Contemporary
Society"
Wean

7:30 P.M. •FILM: "Wanda"
Cinestudio
Monday, February 14
4 P.M. —PANEL: "The Black
Woman's Role"
Alumni Lounge
:
. - ***
7:3o'PM. — FILM: "Wanda"
Cinestudio
***
.
9:30 PM. — LECTURE AND
DISCUSSION: "A Case
Study of Wanda"
Wean
Tuesday, February 15
4 P.M. — DISCUSSION:
'.'Women's Self-Help"
Alumni Lounge
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Credibility Gap
The College Is to be commended for Its decision to continue the
Judaism courses next year. The Issue Itself and the larger problems It
has raised regarding the College's decision-making processes In
general remain far from settled. It is time for the President to
establish formal channels within the Administration and each
academic department for the input of student Interests and opinions In
determining academic goals and policies at the College.
Judging from (he contradictory statements emanating from Administrative offices the College has yet to decide just how the Jewish
Studies program is to be financed. Dean Nye has informed the Hlllel
association lhat the money, at least for next year, will come from the
College's operating budget. But according to a statement In the
Hartford Times, the Dean insists that the money "will have to come
from somewhere else"i.e., outside the College's own resources.
President Lockwood has affirmed the Dean's latter contentions,
asserting that the money for (he two courses will have to come either
from donations or from the Interest and capital in the special en
dowmcnt tund established to eventually provide a full-time chair In
Jewish Studies.
Should the College decide on the latter course of action It will only be
reaffirming its yet unexplained unwillingness to supply funds for
Jewish Studies when ai the same lime it readily funds oriental, Black,
and Intercultural studies. It Is difficult to understand why the College
at a time when Its faculty resources are being strained to the breaking
point wishes to divert funds from an endowment for an additional fulltime chair in the religion department. By usurping this money the
College will not only be seriously prolonging growth of the fund, but it
will also betray the commitment of those who have already donated to
it. The College's attitude is: "If you want Jewish Studies, you have to
pay for it." This is intolerable.
The deceit and mystery which have surrounded the handling of
Jewish 'Studies at the College points to the need for the College to
formulate its policies honestly and openly. The Dean's comments to
the Hartford Times just this past week are an indication of the
hypocrisy that emanates from his office. Nye told the Times that the
Tripod had misquoted him in raising questions about Rabbi Kessler's
qualifications, in fact, during Interviews last week, two Tripod
reporters were shocked to hear the Dean question Kessler's "objectivity," and quoted Nye on what he said.
Leadership at a college must be built an trust. When the Dean of the
faculty so often contradicts himself and the President he can never
gain the respect and confidence of the students or the faculty. If is time
for honesty andforthrlghtness foreign in Williams Memorial.
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'Jewish Studies'
Tn Hie Kditor:
II is inconceivable to me lhat ;tt ;t liberal
Now Kni'lancl college such as Trinity, a
blatantly auli Somilic ac( can he so publicly
displayed i am relVriot1, In l><>an Nye's
comments about Kabbi Kessler and his
course, as printed in last week's Tripod
First of all, Nye infers that Hie existence of
une full year course in Judaism is a
"program." According to that lotfic, Trinity
is currently .supporting a Bible program, an
organic chemistry program, a literary
modes [)ro|.',ra!ii. etc .Such out and out
blindness is only exceeded by Nye's
misconception of what, a rabbi is, as witnessed by his statement, "We don't waul
practicing ministers teaching religion." The
translation of "rabbi" is teacher or scholar;
Ihis is t!w» prime function of any rabbi, And
yet this is exactly what Nye eUiim.H he is
looking for to teach Jewish studies, "an
academic,"
What is the relevance of saying that the
sponsorship of a course in Judaism will lead
to sponsorship of courses in Muslim and
Ilin.lu studies'? Certainly if there is a
demand for such courses they should bu
Kivfn. 1 believe Kabbi Kessler would be
delighted to know that Nye would consider
him (he father of such a program. Hut all of
this is skirting lite main issue, and that is
Dean Nye'.s obvious dislike, or distrust, of
having anything svith a Jewish slant in the
curriculum. It is an insult to the Jewish
population of Trinity College to tell them
that they have no right to study their own
heritage, if anything should be done with
Jewish studies, it should he expanded to
reflect the growing interest in it. Rightfully,
women and Blacks have protested their
treatment
on this campus
both
academically and socially, and Jews arc
just as visible a minority here. It is time thai
Jews stop hiding their Jewishncss and take
pride in their heritage. 1 >ean Nye's intrusion
into this process can only be seen for what it
is, and what, it stands for. Lenin termed it
tnu> of the filthiest ami vilest diseases afflicting the minds of men- anti-Semitism.
Peter Bunch '74

'biased'
To the Kditor;
One finds it quite difficult to interpret the;
article, on the inclusion of a Jewish oriented
course al Trinity. Not wishing to become.
embroiled in a heated religious argument, I
would simply like to observe lhat if Dean
Nye's remarks have not been misinterpreted by the author of the article then
Jus status as an unbiased administrator is
somewhat dubious. I read the article four
times to make sure that my own persona!
bias didn't influence our "dean's choice
comments.
As a Jewish student at Trinity it is
sfliTK'whal shocking to road such comments
as "we can't be all things to all people . . .
lhat what we're, teaching is not oriented
toward dogma, but religious history and
philosophy" or "if we support Judaic studies
we might have to support a Muslim or Hindu
program in the future . . . " I find the very
argument of inclusion of a course on
Judaism (not a separate department or
multiple course offerings) in the religious
department somewhat ludicrous. Mr. Nye
treats the subject matter as an overnight
phenomena - I should like to remind him
that Judaism is not new, is not a coming fad
deserving aourau credit bul is rather the
very basis and nature of contemporary
religious course offerings.
This letter is not written to either praise or
demise Kabbi Kessler whose academic
ability Mr. Nye has expressed doubts about but rather to publicly go on record as being
appalled by Mr, Nye's stance and furthermore in light of other arbitrary administrative decisions made in my 2 1/2
years here I am becoming quite concerned
that a liberally educated college community
can stand for such provincial attitudes to
exist.
Leaving Trinity for an open semester has
made me quite aware of the declining and
Mjinwhu! defcadent environment here at
Trinity Kducatuig students has in many
respect.-; become .secondary to certain longresiwled and outmoded traditions. As wo
approach next year's anniversary
f'debralion - it makes you wonder . . . !f>0
vears for whal??
Andrew Wolf '73

'Black Mesa'
To the Kditors;
Thank you for printing point Blank "Bad
Day at Black Mesa" in the last issue of the
Tripod. I urge they read "Murder of the
Southwest" by A, M. Josephy in the July
I'JVI issue of Amiubon magazine.
Having spent the last four summers in the
Southwest, during which I visited Black
Mesa and spent, some time in several Hopi
villages, including Old Oraibi, I have been1
convinced thai this situation is much more
than another story or "Environmental
S.O.S.".
1 have a variety of information on Black'
Mesa I >efenxe and addresses for anyone who
would like to add their voice to the effort to
save the Southwest.
Sincerely,
Jamesons. French'75
P. 0. Box (>27 or 522-0472

'abroad'
To the Kditor:
The increasing number of foreign exchange programs seems to indicate a
widespread movement from the tight
campus provincialism that characterized
American colleges a decade ago, to a more
fluid, perhaps vaeation-like course of study
abroad. For me, the sudden escape from the
long walk to London has brought an
educational experience far exceeding M
very high expectations I had beforehand. But
despite the obvious advantages to student
life in South Kensington, to South Hartford,
then* remains one significant drawbackthe problem of readjusting to a situation
which must be almost inevitably less
satisfying.
Though by any sane standard, the actual.
.seriousness* of the problem'is hardly worffl.
giving pause to anyone considering a year
abroad, it should nonetheless be
acknowledged. Quite predictably, a large
number of students, myself included, plan to
return to (heir home colleges only as a last
resort. If in the course of this rambling I
have implied the deeper question of the
enormous gap between study at an
American college campus and study
abroad, it has not. been entirely unintentional. However, 1 leave it to the appropriate student-faculty committees and
concerned gatherings in the Cafe for
resolution. London thankfully doesn't lend
itself to the sort of quibbling that comes
from sheltered self-importance.
Yours respectfully,
Stephen Fischer
(Letters continued on P. 7)
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[Future Directions

Always Planning

More Letters « • «

by Robert B. OxnamOne of the endearing, and yet frustrating,
characteristics of Trinity is the honesty of
those in its community. Last September a
faculty colleague, freshly angered after
reading the Tast Force Reports, exclaimed
to me with disarming candor, "Planning,
planning, always planning. Don't you
realize that Trinity's future is dictated by its
past? Now let's call a halt to this foolish
planning business and get down to the
teaching that we're paid to do."
His reaction is not isolated. There are
many, not only at Trinity but throughout
American higher education, who have
expressed concerns about the so-called
"planning process." Planners are schemers
foisting faits accomplis on students and
faculty. Planners are somebody else's
patsies (usually the "Administration's").
Worse yet, planners are employed to muddy
the waters so that none can see the
seriousness of the obstacles ahead.
While sharing some of these concerns, and
realizing that they are justifiable at some
institutions, I would argue that planning at
Trinity has taken a different and very
healthy route. In recent years we have had
two successful planning efforts at the
College: the Curriculum Revision of 1969
and the Task Force Reports of 1971. They
were successful for a couple of reasons.
First, the recommendations presented in
these documents were not shelved, but were
the subject of widespread and open
discussion among the campus community.
The. products of these discussions are
familiar to all of us: open semesters,
student-designed majors,
freshman
seminars, student-taught courses, new
major programs in Inter-Cultural Studies
and Urban-Environmental Studies, and,
most recently, the Alternate DegreeProgram and the Intensive Study Program.
Planning at Trinity has been successful,
furthermore, because we have kept our
sights on educational philosophy while
searching for curricular alternatives. Too
often academic planning efforts substitute
flashy slogans or appeals to tradition for the
more difficult task of reassessing the
educational mission of an institution.
Although none. Squid claim .that _ we at
Trinity have-emerged' from the past'. four
years of planning efforts with clairvoyant
certitude, a relatively consistent
educational philosophy seems to have
developed. Trinity has endeavored to
maintain the quality of its faculty and
resources and to focus on the needs and
aspirations of its individual students. The
new programs recognize' the different
backgrounds, the diversity of talents and
learning styles, and the various degrees of
motivation which students bring to Trinity.
At the same time, Trinity has preserved and
enhanced the strengths of its "core
curriculum," the courses, non-major
program, and departmental majors. In
short, curricular innovation enjoys a
symbiotic relationship with the mdre
traditional "core" and the individual
student is the focus of both.
What then is the future of planning at

Trinity? Can we call it quits and rest on the
products of recent years? My answer is an
unequivocal "no". The pressures to plan are
obvious. The annual struggle to balance the
budget is matched by parental dismay at the
soaring costs of education. Public colleges
and universities, still thriving on the
massive financial infusions of the 1960's,
challenge the private sector to justify its
high expenses in educational terms.
In 1960, there were 1.5 million students in
the public sector and 1.5 million in the
private. In 1970, after the baby-boom came
of age and the demand for public higher
education mushroomed, there were 5
million in public institutions and 1.5 in
private. Although the additional million
students permitted private colleges modest
growth to cover increased expenses, current
projections indicate that nationwide admissions will taper off in the 1970's and that
there will be no increase at all during the
1980's. If we can no longer balance budgets
through increased enrollments, there would
seem to be only two alternatives: constantly-increased tuition rates or a lowered
cost of education per student. The latter is
the only sensible route and it will require
enormous planning in curriculum, faculty
activities, cost controls, and physical plant.
Planning will continue at Trinity for noneconomic reasons as well. The past decade
brought a revolution of sorts to higher
education, a revolution spearheaded by
open universities, external degrees, independent study, CA.TV and the videocassette, computer-assisted instruction, and
new programs in everything from
paraprofessional medicine to futurology.
And at the end of the decade institutions
across the country were left gasping, not
only at the range of changes, but at the pace
of change. Toffler's popularity among those
in the academic community symbolized the
charged present which anticipated future
shock. Through its new programs,
Trinityhas begun, in a selective and sensible
way, to respond to the national changes in
higher education. But just as the academic
revolution is not over, so we at Trinity must
keep abreast of national developments and
maintain pur. willingness to innovate. Of
course we; should avoid a flypaper mentality, absorbing every new idea or device
that someone concocts, but we should also
beware the. academic Thermidor, in which
all change is viewed as detrimental to our
curricular and economic health.
But the most important reason for anticipating continued planning at Trinity is
that it is a creative experience intimately
related to teaching and learning. Planning
makes us seek a more objective perspective
about ourselves and our activities, to ask
those recurrent questions about our place in
higher education. What are we teaching and
learning? How are we teaching and learning? What's so special about a Trinity
education? To whom do we appeal and to
whom are we accountable?
These questions do not fall into anyone's
special bailiwick. Certainly they are not
(Continued on P. 9)

'McGovern'
Dear Editor,
"McGovern's a good guy, but he doesn't
have a chance." We hear that every day
from people who oppose Nixon, Muskie, and
the rest but can't see the use of working for
George McGovern. It's a self-fulfilling
prophecy-predict what will happen and then
make sure that it does happen.
The easiest way to make sure that
McGovern can't win is to believe that he
ca'n't win. But not to actively support him at
least through the early primaries is a sellout. The fact is that McGovern does have a
decent chance. In a recent New York Times
column, Torn Wicker said that Muskie could
conceivably wind up_ with less than 50% of the
vote in New Hampshire, with McGovern
taking around 30%. Muskie could also be in
for some trouble in Florida from other
candidates. Thus, a strong showing by
McGovern in Wisconsin on April 4 would
then strengthen the efforts of the best
organization of any Democratic candidate.
At the very least, support for McGovern will
serve to move other Democratic contenders
to .the left
McGovern has already won the support of
liberal Democratic organizations in New
York and Massachusetts. He has won
numerous campus polls, including ones at
Trinity and Dartmouth. His recent proposal
for a $54.8 billion defense budget, about $33
billion below the present one, justifies this
support.
Trinity's Young Democrats, who have .
endorsed McGovern, will be busing students
to New Hampshire during Open Week to
work for McGovern. If you'd like to work for
him all or part of Open Week, contact Gary
Morgans or Scott Hayim.
"I'm sick and tired of old men dreaming
up wars for young men to die in," said
George McGovern. How about joining in our
Open Week for McGovern?
,
Sincerely,
Ka thy Walsh

'dance'
To the Editor:
In response to the article on dance in the
Jan. 25th issue of the Tripod: Because the
article was written several weeks before
publication, some of the facts were
somewhat out-dated. Since that time, a
proposal, which was submitted to the
Curriculum Committee, was passed,
making available courses in dance
technique as well as courses in improvisation, intermediate composition and
repertory.
Also, increases have been made in staff
through re-allocation of funds in the dance
budget, so that more classes are now
available to meet ever-increasing student
needs. Presently, besides a full-time
resident instructor, there are three guest
artists coming to Trinity three days a week:
James Clouser (ballet), Alfonso Figueroa
(jazz), and Mel Wong (modern). Hopefully,
this expansion of the program will provide

students with a broader spectrum of- dance
opportunities.
Inadequate space still remains a problem,
although use of the Washington Room this
semester has somewhat alleviated it.
However, due to scheduling of other events
in the Washington Room making usage
inconsistent, and a rather slippery floor that
produces uncomfortable plinters in the feet,
a large dance studio (or two!) is still of
prime necessity.
Interest in the dance at Trinity continues
to^grow: this semester I have reluctantly
had to turn at least fifteen students away,
and enrollments still match the 114 of last
semester. I would like to thank Jill Silverman and Katie Fowle for their' wellexpressed support of the dance, Dean Nye
for his co-operation, and all participants in
the dance program for their continued and
enthusiastic response. ,
Judy Schor
Instructor in dance

''wake up'
To the Editor:.
Watch out, little children. They're taking
away your students. They're taking away
your good, young, but untenured faculty.
They took away last semester some of your
equality under the adjucative system.
Look around, little children. They're
leaving you with lofty standards of intellectual performance to which you must
adhere, or else. They're leaving you with the
idea that students should have little to say in
matters that affect them since they're only
temporary members • of the community.
They're leaving you with little to cheer but
much to criticize.
Wake up, little children. The next thing
they take away might be you. "So it goes."
Sincerely,
Steve Barkan '73

Lecture
Thomas G. Sanders, associate professor
of religion at Brown University, will speak
on "The Role of the Catholic Church in
Social Change in Chile" tonight at 8:15 in
Alumni Lounge.
Sanders has worked in Latin America for
five years studying the relationship between
Catholicism and social development in Latin
America, under the auspices of. the
American Universities Field Staff.
His lecture is being sponsored by the
departments of religion, political science,
and intercultural studies, and the lecture
committee. Sanders will be available to
students this afternoon, through the office of
Frank G. Kirkpatrick, assistant professor of
religion.
Sanders has an A.B. in History from Duke
University. He has studied at Union
Theological Seminary in New York, and the
University of Copenhagen and has received
a PhD. in religion from Columbia University.
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Perspective

Academic Standards
by Jay Mandt
OIK; week ago, the Faculty voted to a set of academic rules whose heart is the
require two seniors to withdraw from the grading system. If the rules themselves are
College for academic reasons. In so doing, strictly adhered to they will sometimes
the Faculty overturned the recom- discourage students from learning by
mendations of the Academic Affairs making quantitative measures of academic
Committee, I am a student member of that work more important to (hem than anything
committee, and was present at the faculty else. If it, comes down to one or the other, is
meeting. Rules of confidentiality prohibit it really better that work be done on time
me from .speaking directly about the two instead of being done well?
eases or about the faculty meeting, but I
The academic standing of the College will
want to speak to the issue which seems to he not be enhanced simply because grading is
foremost in the minds of thoughtful faculty
strict, and marginal students art? thrown
members.
out. Ultimately, the reputation of the
Dean Nye and others argue that a strict College depends on the quality of faculty and
enforcement of the academic rules is student intellectual work, Any policy which
necessary: .Such strictness, they claim, has discourages intellectual efforts i.s inimical
two primary advantages. In (he first place, to the College.
it preserves the academic standing of the
One final question. Is the .strict, evenCollege. In the second place, it makes the handed I'dtninistrution of the present rules
faculty consistent and even-handed. Let me the only means to maintain consistency, and
examine these claims.
hence fairness? The issue here is obviously,
•Strict enforcement of the academic rules "consistency" according to what stanpreserves (he standing of the College only if dards? The blind application of a rule to all
(hat stiifitfiiii; depends on whatever the rules cases where it fits is a consistent application
maintain. Now, what do the rules maintain? of the rule, but if circumstances vary from
Academic rules specify quantitative limits case to case, it is an inconsistent proccKS^of
for student jx'rfuriiiance. So many grades of evaluation. Kducation takes place in a
<'• or hrtter. or else. So many credits, within context where narrow distinctions between
.so tnruiy sruu'Sters, or else. So much work values have to be made, A consistently
applied quantitative .standard destroys
completed in so many weeks, or else, ob
vimitily, academic rules serve in judge and these distinctions by ignoring them. The
control th«M|u;uititalive measure?; of student punctuality rule "Work must be done
work, but they reflect quality only in so far before day X" is a quantitative measure. It
is not the
same as the qualitative rule
as course grades do
1
•'Student.
,
must
work diligently." That
I don't IUNHI US point out the in<!onsiKit>n<.*U*s and falsifications ttial arise in principle does not necessarily mean that
the present grading system. Consider this students .should be held to a fixed dm; date,
example: n student completes part of the though they often should be. The point is,
work for a given course <HK; week lat«. "flit* that some students in same cases should not,
Professor assigns a grade, that does not. take with good reason,1 be held to fixed dates, al
this work into account. That grade can least four cmira * per term, and expected
measure imty the quality of work done on grades of C- or better, We should apply
time, not lite quality, or even quantity of all consistent value* to the measurement of
work done. That grade measures punc- education, not consistent rules.
tuality, not academic achievement. 1 would
The present academic riilfs make il
not want to argue thai punctuality is easier by far to keep records in the
irrelevant lo I he grading system, hut most registrar's office. The faculty should ask
sludt'tils and faculty would probably agree1 itself how important this factor is compared
tlial i( i;>, or .should be, of secondary ini
toothers. With students, almost no cases are
pnrlann.' Learning does not, id'terall, exactly the same and in reaching u practical
p r o c e e d ,-ii-fin'iijiig lit t h e d o c k , e v e n if t h e
policy, the faculty ought lo Sake as much
liciliMr.'ir'.-. itlfici' m u s t a i ' t a.--. I h n i i i ' h il d i d
aeeniint of (his as possible, ('onsiMteiiey and
fairness are served in education when a .set
T h i s i - x a i n p l e s e r v e ; tu (ioint m i l t h e nil
wanted results of a Hinf.lemioded devotion to of clear value are strictly adhered to.

Community Action Opportunities
Knlpli Nader Task Force on Congress
Ralph Nader has organized a Task Force
on Congress which is attempting through
personal interviews to evaluate the effectiveness of each Senator and
Representative. A standard questionnaire
has been designed to compile basic information about each Congressional
District, as well ns the Congressman's
relationship to his constituents. An interviewer to compile the data on Connecticut's nth Congressional District is
needed, Approximately 50 hours of interviewing will be needed in the next three
months, For further information, contact
Ivan Backer. MeCook :!-!ii, Kxt. :»!<>.
Stute Legislature
The Connecticut State Legislature
reconvenes its HI72 session on February !l.
Many legislators welcome college students
to assist them in their legislative work. The
assistance they seek consists of gathering
background information on pending
legislation or identified problem areas,
researching certain topics, comparing
legislation adopted in other states on related
problems, attending bearings of legislative
committees and preparing digests of
testimony, and general assistance with the
daily work of the legislature.
Listed below are the specific projects and
activities in which several legislators could
use college students. If you arc interested in
exploring any mm of these possibilities
further, please contact Ivan Hacker, MoCook :u!i;, Kxt- :uo.

Rei). Morton ,1. Blumenthal - PreoaraHn
on proposed legislation dealing with m
power is needed. Specifically investiga 1
of reporting systems for unemployed l
state living practices, and incentive system i
for employers not to lay off people
Rep. Francis J, Collins - As Mirmritv
Leader of the House of Representatives Mr
Collins requests two volunteers to work oil
the following:
1. A synopsis of Public Hearings
•I. Use of the computer to find thestatusof
:(. Research projects on various issues
before Legislature.
<l. News clippings selection on key issues
and personalities,
f). Synopsis of the bills on file ready for
action,
I!. Synopsis of proceedings in the Hall of
the House.
7. Helping to organize the Calendar for the
day.
Rep. Ktlward L. Iwanicki - Work on environmental problems choosing from the
following: solid waste, ybondoned cars, air
and noise pollution. Rep. Iwanicki is
Chairman of the Subcommittee on (he
IOnvironinent.
Rep. William J. Scully - The Etherington
Report recently proposed consolidation of
State Civil Defense, Military, State Police,
and Fire Marshall into one department,
Rep. Scully had previously .submitted a bill
similar to ibis proposal but lack of complete
savings information and structural ch
(Contintii'd on I*. !))

- Cityscope

Educational Board?
In a recent Hartford Cminutl article,
several employees and former employees of
the Hartford educational system aired their
grievances or justifications concerning sex
discrimination in the hiring of educational
administrators. The main point of the article was that women, although constituting
two-thirds of the educational system's work
force, fill no top administrative positions.
Medili Hair, superintendent, claimed that he
had never really thought about it; another
official asserted that women had no
organizational ability.
Ms. Sandra Klebunoff. president of the
Board of Education, said that she planned to
do her utmost to get more women into top
positions. At the meeting of the Board last
Tuesday evening, Ms. Klebanoff and Mr.
Rogers, the only Black male member of the
Board, introduced a recommendation advising that the Board "direct its administration to actively recruit qualified
women for top administrative positions."
The recommendation was passed, but only
after considerable discussion.
Ms. Klebanoff first presented a letter
.signed by male and female leacher,,
thanking her for her outspoken Mippurl of
fair hiring practices Mr liaslinur after
conceding that "women arc wr> close to
us." directed bis arguments against the
word "recruit" in the proposal, advising the
mildtr replacement "amjiitk-r"' Ik- called
the proposal "imconstitulioual. unsound",
and daiHiwl (hat lh<? Biwrd should be willing
t
idev ail "•qualified applicants without
»o M"< IVICL'. cr'vd. e t c " =that
p
Ko>:t'i>. in support of the motion, soil
r.n;ici« sure to j'lear up a technicality: he
i.enifd llt.il the Hoard of Kducation had
tilttuvs been ;m eijuiiS r>ppi>rli>F;ii> cmplo>«r as sl;rtvd in Hit* prujhr-Ml iiul he
Mr^M d Hull a j»)be> -•lalenvnt t- o»l> the

ticed reality.
Lewis Fox, along more cautious lines,
supported Mr. Bashour's substitute wording, although he favored more women in
lop t'liimini.slrative positions. It seemed to
escape both him and Bashour that the first
five clauses of the proposal, which made
specific references to women, wotdd be
rendered awkward and meaningless by
their amendment.
Mr. Buckley, who had waited to speak,
finally pronounced the whole affair
•'prejudicial", a case of "reverse
discrimination", lie said that "women
.should negate all courtesies from men" if
they received such concessions, and that
"they" should be. prepared to move
typewriters arid break up fights.
The real surprise of the meeting was Mr,
MeAli.slw's .support of the proposal, He
"managed to overcome fhisi latent male
chauvinism", considering the "peculiar and
needed" insight of women. His vote defeated
Hasfwur's amendment and passed the
origins! recommendation.
rU'fnn- taking the final vote, Ms
Klelktnot'f tried to communicate to the other
Hoiird members that a whole psychological
L-ct of circumstances is ;U work here, that
women don't apply for top jobs because they
know (hut a mt^iiocre male will be hired
before ;s wHl qualified female Their
ri'.sjh;i)sihilit> d* nit'inlK'rsfif thf Board was
therefore to try to erase this barrier, by
giUii applications a n d by eonthem fairly.
(he recommendation p;i.wd Uio
Mjf tht- tnt't'luiK w.e- tndiraiivt k nf
ilomciil s.ct General iTicrnmi'nt
wFth outbursts of impatient
M
J J "
h
Iirf>uVul v,,ibu' that twi
U: hu\<- tittk-
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Notices

The London Theater - II

McGovem
Gveater: Hartford McGovern for President
Headquarters will open Thursday,
February 17 at 5:00 p.m. at 998 Farmington
Avenue, West Hartford. The vice-chairman
of the-National Citizens for McGovern
Committee will attend the opening. The
headquarters will be open seven days a
week.

Swiss
The American School in Switzerland has
invited up to three Trinity students to spend
their spring vacations (the end of March to
the Middle of April, 1972) in Lugano,
Switzerland. Room and board would be
provided. The students will conduct two or
three late afternoon seminars on topics
which are not covered by the American
School in Switzerland. If anyone wishes to
participate he should contact Dean Robbins
Winslow, Office of Educational Services no
later than February 11, 1972. 'For further
information contact the Office of
Educational services.
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-by Aron Pastemack(Editor's note: This article concludes
Aron Pasternack's review of the London
theater. Last week, Mr. Pasternack wrote
about his general impressions of the London
theater, and reported on the Royal
Shakespeare Company. Today, he turns to
National and Royal Court theaters, the West
End, and the "fringe" theaters, London's
"off-Broadway". Pasternack is a junior
studying English and drama in the Tufts-tnLondon program.)

The National Theatre has been in trouble
this season, both artistically and financially
(the sudsidized houses definitely do not get a
blank check from the .government) but
lately s.eems to be getting on its feet. This
house has more "names" that would be
familiar to Americans; so far this season all
these actors have appeared there:
Constance Cummings, Sir Lawrence
Olivier (he is also the Director of the
National), Joan Plowright, Christopher
Plummer, PaulScofield. Diana Rigg will
appear next month in the world premiere of
Tom Stbppards (Rosencraritz and
The Office of Educational Services an- Guildenstern are Dead) new play, Plummer
nounces that Makerere University in appeared in Buchner's Danton's Death and
Kampala, Uganda will probably accept two Giraudoux's Amphytryon 38. Scofield was
Trinity students for their 1972-1973 academic brilliant in two rather mediocre plays,
year (July 1972 - April 1973). Full transfer Pirandello's The Rules of the Game and a
credit will be given. Present sophomores little known play by Carl Zuckmayer, The
will be given preference.. Apply to Dean Captain of Kopenick. The National is also
Robbins Winslow no later than Tuesday, currently presenting _Tyger "a celebration
February 15, 1972. For further information of the life and works of William Blake" with
contact the office of Educational Services. little success, and the Jonathan Miller
Victorian-style production of The Merchant
of Venice, with Olivier and Joan Plowright.
(this has met with markedly mixed reacThe 25th annual Yale-Harvard-Princeton tions) and Peter Nichol's (author of Joe
Hillel Colloquim will meet at Yale Egg) The National Health, a great success,
University in New Haven from February 18 - a play both hilarious and terrifying, and
20. The weekend meeting will deal with containing a beautiful performance by the
"Diaspora: Dispersion or Destiny?" The National's resident "fair-haired boy" Jim
cost of $12.00 a person includes 5 kosher Dale. Finally, just before Christmas, 1 was
meals, sleeping accommodations as well as privileged to see a preview of Long Day's
all seminars and activities,. For more in- Journey Into Night at the National. I apformation contact Danny Freelander at 549- proached the threatre with some
trepidation-could the British do the greatest
1630.

Exchange

Hillel

American play, an Irish influenced
American play at that? They did, and did it
brilliatly, even achieving perfect American
accents.
The third house, situated in swinging
Chelsea, is The Royal Court Theatre. The
Court's policy is to present new plays by
English writers that perhaps might be a bit
too "daring" for the West End. The Court is
a beautiful, small (450 seats) theatre, and a
student can usually get any seat in the house
for 63tf. The last three plays presented there
have been John Osborne's West Of Suez with
Ralph Richardson and Jill Bennet (this
production is currently running in the West
End where I saw it and although Richardson
is a marvel to watch the play is wretched),
Edward Bond's Lear, an "adaptation" of
Shakespeare's, and David Storey's new play
The Changing Room.
This is a play about a rugby team, before,
at half time, and after a match and it takes
place in the locker (changing) room. It was
at least, for me, naturalistic theatre at its
most extreme. The actors were the team.
The West End is probably comparable to
Broadway, although there is a much greater
variety than Broadway. At present are
running some shamelessly bourguqise
comedies No Sex Please, We're British,
Don't Just Lie There, Say Something, and
There's a Girl in My Soup, a few musicals —
Canterbury Tales and Showboat; some
"vehicles" for actors — Alan Bates in
Butley and Alec Guiness in A Voyage Round
My Father; a few American imports —
Hair, Company; and a few oddities, Danny
La Rue at the Palace,' a female impersonator 'who packs em in, and The
Mousetrap, which has been packing 'em in
for 20 years now. Occasionally one can even
find a giting, compassionate, excellent play
in the West End: example being Peter
Nichol's newest play (regrettably it just
closed) Forget-me-Not-Lane, which will
hopefully soon get its American premiere.
Then there are the fringe theatres. Here,
in the outskirts and basements, at lunchtime
and even sometimes on Sunday, are
presented the new, radical and different.

Sometimes exhilarating, sometimes
frightening, sometimes boring, but usually
interesting. The odd thing is that this season
- three of the most exciting fringe theatres
have been run by, of all people, the National
Houses. The RSC ran a season at a beautiful
small thrust stage theatre called "The
Place". All seats were unreserved and sold
for $2.50 (or $1.25 for students). The
highlight was an amazing production of an
equally amazing play - and an AMERICAN
play at that - Robert Montgomery's Subject
to Fits. The National, not to be outdone, is
running full season at a small thrust stage
theatre called the "Young Vic." All seats
here are $1.00, unreserved. Highlight of the
season so far was Vanessa Redgrave in
Robert Shaw's Cato Street, a story of an
attempted revolutionary uprising in 19th
century London. The Young Vic has also
been presenting in repertory Becket's
Waiting for Godot, Happy Days, and Endgame,, as well.as a new German play of
workers, The Painters, and, of all things,
Romeo and Juliet.
The Court has probably the most radical
of the establishment, fringe houses, The
Theatre Upstairs. Here have been recently
presented such, plays as Friday, a play
about "a man who is returning home from
prison after serving a sentence for raping his
daughter to find his wife and daughter both
pregnant," and Heathcote William's dark
and frightening AC/DC, a very strange and
terrifying play.
I have exhausted myself writing about the
wonders of the London theatre, but 1 have
yet to be exhausted going to it. In the last
three months, I have gone to 32 productions,
even though I had two evening classes which
limited me to a potential four nights a week.
For the upcoming semester I have no
evening classes and can potentially drench
myself in theatre six nights a week and (add
a few matinees and fringe theatres open on
Sunday)!
And I am on a limited budget. And I am
not starving - except for more theatre.

Future
Directions . * •
(from P ; 7)
reserved for administrators and smat
groups of student-faculty "planners" wht
are employed on a short-term basis U
generate ideas. Planning should be a con
certed and continuous activity involving the
entire Trinity community.; Planning,
planning, always planning... it's part of the
teaching and learning business that we're
here to do.

:

Action * « v
(from P . 8):

You might be happier at /Etna.
We think we might have what you're
looking for. Something 27 million people
depend on for security and a better life.
We'd like you to consider taking a sales
management position with Min& Life and
Casualty. We have hundreds of broadgauge management positions; both in the
field and in the home office, that pay substantial salaries right from the start.
They all take creativity and hard work.
But the rewards can be very high. To
yourself. To others.
If the insurance business is still the
Overlooked Profession to you, it's probably because you haven't heard the whole
truth about it yet. How fast-changing it
has-become. Or how sophisticated. Or
that it is where the greatest variety of
job opportunities are—today* insurance
probably takes more college graduates
than any other profession.

We have jobs in all divisions of our
company. If you'd like face-to-face contact with people'we have many positions
that will give you immediate contact with
the public. If you'd rather deal with your
co-workers and other professionals, we
have those, too. Tell us your preference,
and we can work it but between us.
A brochure called "The Whole Truth"
goes into the specifics on sales management as well as other opportunities. It'll
tell you how ^Etna works, what it does,
and how you can become part of it. It's
an honest picturevof an honest business.
Why not stop in at your placement office
and read it.
Today, one out oE six Americans looks
to j4Etna for insurance protection. You
might build a successful career helping
us help many more.
OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
LI FE& CASUALTY

caused the bill to fail. More work is needed.
Rep. Irving Stolberg - Wants assistance in
dealing with three problem areas, any one of.
which could become a substantial research
project:
'.'""..
1. Long range planning for unicameral
legislature.
..; .
2. Restructuring higher education.
3. Financing education, in light of recent
court decisions about the inequity of the
property tax.
Tutor-Companion
A seven year old disturbed boy needs a
tutor-companion to help him through rough
experiences at school and home. Can you
give two hours twice a week to this boy at
the west Middle School? A car or accessibility to a car is a requirement for this
assignment. Please contact Ivan A, Backer,
326 McCook, Ext. 310.
Boy Scouts
There is a Boy Scout troop in the Charter
Oak section of the city (only a few blocks
from Trinity) that needs somebody to help
them with outdoors kinds of things; this
probably would entail helping to organize
and run camping trips and helping guide
learning about nature. The troop meets on
Friday evenings at 5:00. If you're interested, please contact Dennis Lalli at 2780721 or college Ext. 292 or Jones 212.
Roots
This is a drop-in center that needs
volunteers to do counseling, mostly for
young people, in almost any area - drugs,
family, sex problems, etc. if you'd like to try
it or find out more, get in touch with Bruce
MacDonald,: 246-7634, Box H 171.
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This Week
(/editor'.') note: For activities relating to
Women's Week, see calendar, page 5).

TO LONVNU*
STUDIES P W M M W0UM> SET
A hMMROVS v EWAl T I M * '

CAN

TUKSDAY. February 8
:!:()() p.m. - Fencing Harvard • Away
K:is p.m. —• Lecture by Prof. Thomas
Sanders, "The Hole of the Catholic Church
in Social Change in Chile" • Alumni Lounge.
7::S(i and !l:ao p.m. —• Films: "Devi" •
Cinestudio
(i:(in p . m . • - F, Basketball - Wesley a n •

Home
H:im p . m .

» V. Basketball

•• W e s l o y an

•

Home

iii-.:tn p.m. -- Compline. C'h ajM'l
WKDNKSDAY, February !>
12:11(1 p.m. — The lOucharifit, Chapol
•l:0ii p.m. •-- AAU1'
(ioodwin L
i:(iii p.m. --• T('C • Senate Room
l:(i(i p.m. - - Trinity CJollege-Honiu
Campus, Lecture by William Weaver, Opera
Critic and translator "Adventures with
Translating" Md.'ook Auditorium
7::tn p.m. Film: yimt • A Space Odyssey Ciues(udit)
\:. Sipiash Wesleyan Away
:!:im p.m.
:(:»i» p.m. F. Squash Wesleyan • Away
Women's Squash Vassar
J:im p.m.
Home
Yale .V'.'s Honie
";'M\ p.m. Hot-ke
Mi

7:'.ill p.m.
Cint'slii(iii)

I-'ilm

Wednesdayi

Announcing
Clapp & Treat's
Super Winter Clearance.
lt f s Dynamite!
Clapp & Treat's winter clearance sale
explodes with incredible buys all over
the store. And when we say dynamite,
we're not kidding.
The Ski-Skeller is ripping with value for
those of you who have waited for a
genuine, no-nonsense sale on ski gear.
Nearly every piece of equipment and
clothing goes on the block for 20 to 50
percent o f f . . . names like Head, Kneissl,
Rossignol, Henke, Koflach, Gerry, White
Stag, and other quality lines.
And that's not all. Upstairs is just as
loaded with solid value. The mark-downs
on rugged outdoor and hunting clothing,
winter sports equipment, and gift items
match those in the Ski-Skeller, Need we
say more? If this is the kind of real sale
you've been waiting for, wait no longer.

•

<•

•

An explosive winter clearance sale
from the people who have it all
for the sportsman. Now,

Clapp&Treat
672 Farmington Ave.
West Hartford

FIUDAY, February 11

T::«oand io:35 p . m . - F i l m : 2U0-ASnao'
pace
Odyssey" - Cinestudio
SATURDAY. February 12
8:00 a.m. - :t:00 p.m. - Law School Ad
mission Test - McCook A. AND L.S.G Aud
7::ui p.m. — Film (as Wednesday) '.
Cinestudio
8: in p.m. — Festival of New England
Choirs with Trinity Concert Choir - Chapel
Noon — Indoor Track Relay - Coast Guard
• Away
2:00 p.m. — V. Swimming - M.I.T. - Home
:i: (Id p.m. •— V. Squash - Brown - Home
K:(lli p.m. — V. Basketball - RochesterAway
!):(io p.m. - 1:00 a.m. — Dance sponsored
by MHIUKi - Washington Room
SUNDAY. February Hi
Ki::to a.m. — The Eucharist - Chapel
hir> p.m. -~ Newman Apostolate MassAlumni Lounge
2::KI p.m. — Film: "The Mouse on the
Moon" Cinestudio
7::KI p.m. -- Film: "Wanda" - Cinestudio
!i: Ml p.m. — Film: "Start The Revolution
Without Me" - Cinestudio
T-.iiii p.m. - - Folk Dancing • Wean Lounge
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•Knee Deep in Jello-

Strike One
—by Hoops DonskyWhile glancing through the Trinity Tripod
the other day, I noticed something unusual,
nay, menacing. Firstly, the Sports Page
(The one everybody reads first) has been
put on the last page, while news (Which
nobody reads at all) is on the front page.
Furthermore, while the editor, the
managing editor, and about 9 contributing
and assistant editors all have a chance to
sound off on whatever they feel like, the
Sports Editor (a man, whom, I may point
out with all due modesty, has more writing
talent in his big toe than the rest of the
editorial board put together) is relegated to
writing witty headlines and picture captions.
Well, I've had enough. People have
pushed around the Sports Staff long enough.
And were fed up with it. Fed up to here. Do
you hear me. Nyaaaaaah.
So now, we're gonna fight back. No more

Icemen . • •

(Levin Photo)
Trinity Racquetman Mac Davidson draws a bead on the ball, which was especially
hard as he held a squash racquet at the time. The Dathmen take on Williams tomorrow,
F&M Friday, and Brown Saturday.

larri*
Booters Since 1934
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Save $5.00 on one of the
best Boots Made

in the opening four minutes off the sticks of
Lynham, Cleary and Jay Fisher.
True to form, they tried to sit on their
lead, and found themselves in a 3-3 tie at the
ten minute mark. Cleary again found the
mark as did Lynham for their second goals,
and the pucksters had a two goal'bulge at
the second intermission.
The Fairfield team was literally yelled at
in the locker room, but even' their
foulmouthed coach couldn't recharge the
team, as Trinity quickly turned the game
into a laugher as Cleary started the blitz,
netting his first hat trick of the season. Al
Landry thrilled the crowd with rink-length
solo and Chris Wyle sank a high-rising
slapshot before Fairfield could get on the
board again.
George Finkenstaedt busted in off a
faceof f and used the goalie to his advantage,
and after another Fairfieldtally, Jay Fisher
earned a 'fiver' (plenty of little knicks) for
his second of the night. Fairfield concluded
the scoring parade with just 28 seconds to
go.

The Harness Boot

Mr. Nice Guy. If the Sports Staff doesn't
start gettin' its way soon, we're gpin' out on
strike. (Hence the witty title of the article,
Strike One. For those of you who don't understand, go back an read some old Slim's
Pickin's: it may not help, but I could use the
publicity, And as for you Gracey...)
So anyway, I'm takhf the initiative
(whatever that means -- but I once heard.
Walt Harris use it) and every week I'M
gonna be writin' this here column, although
hopefully not in dialect. (And you better
read it, too.) I going to insult whom I like, in
the manner I please; And if that's not the
right of the editor, then I don't know what is.
Also, I'd like my picture in the paper next
to the column, which I believe would give
the paper a lot of class, besides making it
real sharp. And that's what the Tripod needs
more than anything else, with the possible
exception of a new name.

(from P. 12)
The icemen will try to continue their
winning ways this week as they play two
'home' games at Wesleyan. Tomorrow night
they take on Yale J.V.'s at 7:30. M.I.T.
brings in its engineers Saturday at 8:15 for a
rematch of the 3-1 loss they suffered to the
Bantams in December,
11 GAME STATISTICS
GP G A
PLAYER
10 9 11
Jono Frank
11 12
4
Mark Cleary
11 2
9
PeteTaussig
11 3
George Finkenstaclt
7
6
11 1
Dave Koncz
2
9 4
Jeff Ford
3
11 2
Al Landry
11 2
3
Chris Wyle
4
11 1
Sumner Smith
Tom Savage
n 0 05
John Lynham
6 3
1
Rich Huoppi
11 2
1
Chris Ray11 2
11 1
2
Will Phippen
9 2
0
Jay Fisher
Alsx McDonald

Basketballers

High-riding 14" harness
boots in sturdy natural
antiqued leather with
leather insole and outsole, in addition fully
leather-lined. Add to
that the staunch archsupporting pegged
shank, handsome combination heel5 roomy
square toe—and, man,
you've got a boot that's
going places!

Regular $32.95

helped spark the Bants in their last gasp,
heroic attempt. The 12 points and 12
rebounds of center Bill Fenkel should not be
discounted either, however. Tedisco led
Union with 23 points, and Doyle'had 14
rebounds. And for those of you who believe
in the future, Duckett, Waters and Fenkel
are all sophomores;
Moving on to the Colby game, the Trinmen
came up against a team that had won 6 of its
last 8 games. The reason for Colby's recent
success soon became clear, as they made 22
shots'from the field in 34 attempts in the first
half.
'
.
Our men led halfway through the first half
at 27-26, but then they hit a cold spell, and
Colby assumed a 37-27 advantage. Fenkel
hit a foul shot and Waters, who started this
game, hit his 11th straight basket to make it
39-30. Then Colby pulled away again to 46-32,
but Al Floyd led the hoopsters (it's Donsky's
favorite b-ball cliche) back to 48-40 by half-

LEATHER LINED

time.

P PM
20
10
16 38
11 30
10
4
7
16
6
16
5
48
5
2
5
0
5
1 2
3
o
3
28
3
6
3
6
2
2
]
1 0
1
0
Tl
46 59 105 218

(from P . 12).
UNION
B FBPt
5 4 14 Carmody
8 7 23 Tedisco
7 0 14 Walker

TRINITY
Ducket
Merrill
Floyd
Fenkel
McGuirk
Kind)
Perkins
Waters
Saunders

4 5 13 Doyle
2 1 5 Bacher
4 0 8 Combs
3 1 7 Abba
0 J 1 Reichenbach
33 19 85

TOTALS

N
8
1
3
5
2
3
3
4
2
31

F
1
0
2
2
1
3
2
4
0
15

MIDDLEBURY
TRINITY
B F• P t .
B F Pt.
7 4 18 Penikowski
Perksin 5 2 12
8 0 16 Hayes
Ducket 6 1 13
0 0 0 Kitsch
Waters 1 3 5
2
4
10 Elliott
Floyd 6 6 18
0 0 0' Chapel
Fenkel 3 6 12
5 3 13 Turner
McGuirk 2 0 4
3 2 8 Schneider
Merrill 1 0 2
0 0 0 Cummings
Kindl 0 0 0
5 0 10 Davidson
Sanders 0 0,- 0
24 18 66
32 11 75
TOTALS

••

BARRIE LTD. BOOTERS
VALUE $5.00
Towards Harness Boots
Vou pay list price less $5.00 with this
coupon. Valid through
Saturday,
February 26.
Limit One coupon'per Shoe Pureha$«

New Haven — Hartford — Columbus — Washington

22 *TRUMBULL
STREET
free Parking Comer Trumbull& Jewell •
Member of Master Charge and Bank Americard

OPEN DAILY 9:00 TO 5:30

219 New Britain Ave.
IV2 Blocks from Broad
Phone 547-0263 /
We Deliver
f

Pt
17
2
8
12
5
9
8
12
4
37

Trinity
Package
Store

"•:

-

•••

.

• ' •

>
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Basketballers Defeated By
Union, Colby, Middlebury
by Doug Sanderson
Last week was not a very successful one Mike Doyle, who scored 10 points and had«
for the Trinity College basketball team. rebounds in the first half.
They lost three games and one player.
But the Bant bucketteers came out but
They played well enough to win against ning in the second half and narrowed the gan
most teams on Tuesday night, but en- by five, on a John Kindl tip-in, then Mike
countered 11-2 Union College, and were Saunders' hoop made it 77-71, and Union
defeated 85-77. They played almost as well called time. After the time out baskets by
against Colby on Thursday night but Colby Sam Merrill and another by Kindl made {
shot a red-hot fil% from the floor and won 7(1-75, but it was too late in the game, and
101-82. Friday night, well, Friday night Trinity was forced into fouling the opMiddlebury made up an lii-point first-half position to get the ball back. Under
deficit and went on two 24-8 sprees in the pressure, 5-7 guard Jim Tedisco and 5-io
second half to defeat Trinity 75-0fi. And to guard Bill Carmody sank free throws for
top off the evening, Ron Duekett, who scored most of Union's last 7 points.
40 points in the three games, suffered a wrist
Although Duekett was Trinity's high man
injury.
with 17 points from his forward position, the
Turnovers were the story in each game. most solid player for the cagers was 6-3
We made 1(5 against Union, 1(5 against Colby, substitute forward lion Waters. Coming in •
in the first half and playing about half the
and 17 against Middlebury.
Union came out sloppy but hot, as they game, Waters scored 12 and hauled down 7
.slowly increased their lead to 49-30 at half- rebounds. It was his consistent play that *
(('ontimu't! on P. !])
time. Instrumental in their success was 6-3

Union 9 Bowdoin Beat Agucmen;
Dave Brown Takes Five Firsts

by Jerry Ferrari
The swim team decreased its record to 1-7 demolition experts, passed undetected
this past week, as teams at Union and through the gates of peaceful Bowdoin
Bowdoin heeled their jack-fins down on the College disguised as volunteer firemen
hapless aqua men. Although neither meet answering a false alarm.
was very close, informed sources say that at
Within minutes they had decended upon
any moment the Bantams could flower and McAlister pool. No longer necessary to
challenge Indiana for the NCAA university conceal their true identities, they ripped off
division title. However it is unlikely that the warm-up jackets and revealed to the abject
swimmers will allow this to happen, as horror of spectator and opposing swimmer
transforming the college into a university alike the image of a life-sized rooster tatwould mean adding to the already tooed on every chest. The Enemy was
staggering duties of the school's equipment visably cowed. Their blanched faces and
manager.
hollow, sunken eyes, along with the rest of
(Levin Photo)
At Union on Wednesday the "mermen" their bodies, had to be forcibly confined to
Hoth Trinity's Bay Perkins and Union's Jim Tedisco look surprised at the turn the
managed only 4 firsts. After a lengthy delay the premises. Shackles were loosed only to
action took in last Tuesday's game. Union eventually won. 85-77.
during which two librarians collected allow the swimming of individual events.; .
money from contestants with overdue books But as it turned out, their fears were not j
and flesh from those who could not afford to anchored. The tattoos bled when exposed to
pay, the medley relay was run and won by water and after a few minutes of comTed Stehle, Ron Williams, David Brown and petition, the once proudly strutting bantams
Jamie Wentling, all from Trinity. Many resembled lumps of discolored cabbage.;
moments later, after the 1000 yd, freestyle, With no visable means of courage, the
Ted Kynon caught the wave produced by the swimmers hadn't a chance, and just to
other sprinters in the 50 free and body- prove it, lost the meet.
surfed home ahead of the rest of the pack.
Once again stop-watches clicked frice
The next highlight came when Captain (once more than thrice) on men in TrinityBrown won the 2()i) fly. Trinity's last victory occupied lanes. Three of these men turned
by Murray Peterson
was
in the 200 breast, compliments of Ron out to be one "David Brown", who won the
p leg injuries lo two of their best it?!), outshot, 15-8, andoutseored the men in Williams.
Valuable seconds were added by 200 and 100 freestyle and anchored the
players, tlx< Hockey Club raised its record to blue, 1-0, on a screen shot.
Brown
in
the 200 free, Stehle in the in- winning free relay team of Wentling,
The home fans started getting vociferous, dividual medley
3 •! 2, splitting two contests last week,
and 200 back, and Wentling Doerge, D'Agostino and. . .and. . .(?) The
bowing last Tuesday night to Holy Cross, 4- and, as usual, the Bantams came out flying
fourth winner was Ted Stehle who was
2, and outoffensing Fairl'ield four nights in the second period, firing home three goals in the 100 free.
On Saturday, alpha company, Trinity's garlanded with water cress and kelp by 3
later, 10-6.
on P. m
hand-picked crew of crack underwater bare-breasted maidens upon completion of
The icemen utilized its quota of one
the 200 back. Seconds were added by Eynon
bustrip a year for its journey up to the armin the 50, Stehle in the individual medley and
pit of New Kngland, Worcester, and the
Williams in the breast.
worst excuse fora rink in New England, the
According to coach Bob Slaughter,
Infamous Worcester Arena.
Bowdoin was the strongest team Trinity has
Despite one inch ruts in the ice, boards
met this year, boasting several potential
that would rebound shots anywhere 011 the
New England champions. The swimmers
if« surface (and no one knew where; >, an i lt-2
next meet is Tuesday against Coast Guard,
Holy Cross shot advantage, and overall
whose distance mm are fresh back from
Trinity's; worst period of hockey of thu year,
tracking Russian trawlers in the Aleutians.
the .score was 1-0 for the home team on a
by Bruce Godick
crazy power-play goal.
Although the Trinity Frosh hoopsters lost Wilburham was no match for our freshman
Trinity came out gunning in the second two games again and only one win last week, bailers, as the Baby Bantams outseored
period and within five minuses, had taken a they started to show something they never them 9-7 in overtime en route to a 77-75 well2-1 lead on two goals by Mark C'leary, both had before - scoring consistency. All three earned victory. Four men in double figures
partial breakaways on long feeds from Pete games were close, and, with a little more again paced in freshman's balanced scoring
Taussig on the first one and Jono Frank on fuck, could have been chalked up in the win barrage, as Dave Lewis had 20, Chris Max
the .second,
column. Last Tuesday the Baby Bantams 19, Rod Bolden 19, and Jim Sumler 12. AcUnfortunately, Trinity has lately took on the Union freshman and lost, (53-61. cording to Coach Bill Sferro, the remarkable
by Erich Wolters
. •
developed a pattern of Streak playing, and Two nights later, the Trinity Freshman thing about the freshman team is that they
Trinity's squash squadron played tne
an. quickly as they had shown signs of played Wilburham Academy and came out always have four men in double figures, but roles of winner and loser convincingly «»
brilliance, they faded back into their in- on lop with a 77-75 overtime victory. And in not always the same four. This is a good past week. At New Haven, the xau*
creasing quantity of mediocre play. By the the third game in four nights, the tired, but indication of the potential of the Freshman dumped the Bantams, 8-1, with only J0"»
end of the second period, Holy Cross had gutty, freshman team lost to a fine team team. McDowell, from Wilburham, was "Hermann" Heppe negotiating his opnetted two more to again take a one goal from Kingswood, 92-81.
high in the game with 29 points and his ponent, 3-0. However, when Willians steppw
lead into the locker room.
The loss to Union was possibly the hardest teammate Martin also hit double figures onto the walled courts at Ferris Atma*Penalties again caught up with the one to swallow this season so far. With just a with 19 points.
Center this past Saturday it was a d«pre"d
Bantams in the third period and the few seconds remaining, Rod Bolden put up a
story.
Combining the elements of tennis w"
In the final game of the week, the frosh
Crusaders .scored their second power-play jump shot which rimmed and came out just lost to a tough team from Kingswood, 92-81. handball quite skillfully, the Bantam
goal of the evening to finalize the verdict at as time expired. Needless to say, it was a With just a minute left in the game, the tapped Williams for the first time ever,
•i-2.
heartbreaking loss for the team. On the Trinity team found themselves in quite a Heppe paced the victory with a 3-2 decis
Fairfield definitely became a must game, brighter side, however, the same three men predicament. With just 9 players on the Also winning for Trinity were Captain
and Uwre was much apprehension in the from the Coast Guard game two weeks ago team, 6 had fouled out, which, as any Math Palmer, Dave Schirmer, Malcolm Ma
club as they had lost the services of Jono were the leading scorers. Dave Lewis's IS major will tell you, leaves only 3 to field on Gary Pleganoff, Jay Davis, Mack Davidson,
Frank, their highest scorer, in addition to points, along with 13 from Chris Max and 12 the court. In spite of this, a substitute. Jack and Barney Fictor. This victory coupi<»
Jeff Ford. Coach John Dunham switched from Rod Bolden led the balanced Baby Miecowitz, came in to score 8 points in the with the loss to Yale brings Trinity's squaw
1
Taussig up to Frank's center position, John Bantam attack, Comerford, from Union, closing seconds. Once again, the Trinity record to 6-5. The key victory over Wilus ? j
Lynham to Ford's wing spot, and Will was high in the game with 18 points.
team had five men in double figures. Chris lends a degree of optimism for m ;
Fhippen back to defense. Each of these
Last Thursday night's game against Max led the team with 16 points, ac- raequetmen in the Nationals this Marcn. ;
players had played their "new" positions WilJmrham was .a true barnburner. At companied by 15 from Steve Williams, II
In other action, the women's squa»
before, but with only two days of practice for half time, the frosh seemed to be in control of from Jim Sumler, and 10 from Rod Bolden squadron continued its winning waysi •
these pvw combinations, HO one knew
the game with d 35>29 lead. With just 1:28 left and I>ave Lewis. Lambert, from Kingswood, taming Yale's women, 7-0. Coach J««
whether they would jell quick enough.
to go in the game our team was leading by a who scored 42 against the Freshmen last MHispaugh's young hens were led by Hart
For the opening twenty minutes last comfortable 7-point bulge, 67-60 and again year and who is presently being recruited Kahn, who is presently undefeated, pusi.
Saturday evening. Trinity, as is their seemed to hate things well in hand. for Trinity's frosh next year, scored: 34 McAdoo, Vickie Tilney, Cary Pelzel, JoA"
Williams, Tina Endicott, and Cmda w
custom, couldn't da anything,
as Fairftefct However, WHburham then .outscored the points.
Quicheer-Ieadered <count. %em P-A-I-R-F4* frosh 84 and the teams went into'overtime
Come cut tonight when the Frosh take on a tredge also picked up victories. The worn*"
are now 2-0 on the season.
B-L-D. y screaming -girls, can .you stand at 68-68. Bat the prep school'-team from tough squad from Weslyan.

Icemen Fall to Holy Cross
And Pulverize Fairfleld

Lose to Union, Kingswood

Frosh Outlast Wilbraham

Squash Team
Splits Matches

